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Subject F102 
 
 

CMP Upgrade 2017/18 
 
 

CMP Upgrade 
 
This CMP Upgrade lists the most significant changes to the course material since last 
year that might realistically affect your chance of success in the exam.  It is produced so 
that you can manually amend your 2017 CMP to make it suitable for study for the 2018 
exams.  It includes replacement pages and additional pages where appropriate.  
Alternatively, you can buy a full replacement set of up-to-date Course Notes at a 
significantly reduced price if you have previously bought the full price Course Notes in 
this subject.  Please see our 2018 Student Brochure for more details. 

 
 
This CMP Upgrade contains: 
 
 all changes to the Syllabus objectives 
 
 the most significant changes to the ActEd Course Notes, Series X Assignments 

and Question and Answer Bank. 
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1 Changes to the Syllabus objectives  

This section contains all the non-trivial changes to the Syllabus objectives.   
 
Objective (k) has been updated so that it now reads: 
 
(k)  Demonstrate methods of determining the cost of guarantees and options. 
  

– Describe the use of stochastic simulation and the use of option prices to 
determine the cost of an investment guarantee. 

 
– Describe the assessment of the cost of simple mortality options. 
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2 Changes to the Course Notes 
 
This section contains the most significant changes to the Course Notes.  However, if 
you wish to have all the changes to the ActEd Course Notes you will need to buy a full 
replacement set of the up-to-date version (which you can do at a significantly reduced 
price if you have previously bought the full price Course Notes in this subject).   

Study Guide 

You should download a new copy of the F102 Study Guide from our website, 
www.acted.co.uk. 

 
Chapter 24 
 
Page 16 
 
The second paragraph has been updated as follows: 
 
The concept of non-separability refers to situations where if two events happen 
together, the combined impact is worse than if they had happened separately.  For 
example, consider longevity risk and expense risk for annuities.  If annuitants live 
longer than expected and per policy expenses are higher than expected, there is an 
additional combined impact due to having these higher than expected expenses payable 
for longer than expected.  If you considered the two risk factors separately, you 
wouldn’t be allowing for this additional combined effect.  
 
 
Chapter 27 
 
A number of changes have been made throughout the chapter.  Section 2.3 has been 
completely rewritten, eg the conventional and North American methods are no longer 
covered.  Replacement pages are attached. 
 
 
Chapter 28 
 
A number of changes have been made throughout the chapter.  Section 1 has been 
completely rewritten.  Replacement pages are attached. 
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3 Changes to the Q&A Bank 
 
The most significant changes to the Q&A Bank questions and solutions are listed 
below.  However, if you wish to see the fully amended versions, you will need to buy a 
new CMP (at a significantly reduced price), as indicated at the start of this upgrade. 

 
Q&A Bank Part 4 
 
Question 4.16 has been replaced with a new question.  Replacement pages are attached. 
 
 
Q&A Bank Part 5 
 
Question 5.7 has been replaced with a new question.  Replacement pages are attached. 
 
Question 5.18 has been updated so that it no longer refers to the North American 
method.  The solution is unchanged. 
 
The first bullet point in the question now reads: 
 
 AM92 Ultimate (assumed for normal premiums, and for all lives while not 

taking the option, and for non-takers after the option date) 
 
The following has been added at the end of the question: 
 
You may ignore expenses and the cost of setting up reserves. 
 
Question 5.19 has been deleted. 
 
Question 5.21 has been deleted. 
 
 
Q&A Bank Part 7 
 
Question 7.6 has been replaced with a new question.  Replacement pages are attached. 
 
For Question 7.7, part (i) has been updated as follows: 
 
(i) Discuss the risks of the proposed product design to the company. [9] 
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The solution to Question 7.7 (i) has been updated so that the section on capital 
requirements now reads: 
 
Capital requirements 
 
These could be extremely onerous because the unit fund will exceed the asset share for 
a considerable period.   [1] 
 
There would then be a risk of selling too many policies and endangering solvency. [½] 
 
The number of marks for part (ii) has been reduced to six. 
 
A new part (iii) has been added to Question 7.7 as follows: 
 
(iii) Discuss whether a non-unit reserve would be held at any point during the term 

of this contract and comment on its size. [10] 
  [Total 25] 
 
Replacement pages are attached for the solution to part (iii). 
 
For Question 7.8, the number of marks for part (ii) has been reduced to six. 
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4 Changes to the X assignments 
 
As with the Q&A Bank, we have updated questions and solutions for the changes in the 
course.   
   
The most significant changes to the assignment questions or solutions are listed below: 
 
X5.3 
 
This question has been replaced by a new question.  Replacement pages are attached for 
the question and solution. 
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5 Other tuition services 
 

In addition to this CMP Upgrade you might find the following services helpful. 
 
Subject F102 is similar to Subject ST2 and the principal differences are outlined in the 
Subject F102 study guide.  

 

5.1 Study material 
 
We offer the following study material in Subject ST2: 

 Mock Exam  

 Additional Mock Pack 

 ASET (ActEd Solutions with Exam Technique) 

 MyTest  

 Sound Revision 

 Revision Notes  

 Flashcards 

 Online Classroom. 
 
For further details on ActEd’s study materials, please refer to the 2018 Student 
Brochure, which is available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk. 
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6 Feedback on the study material 

ActEd is always pleased to get feedback from students about any aspect of our study 
programmes.  Please let us know if you have any specific comments (eg about certain 
sections of the notes or particular questions) or general suggestions about how we can 
improve the study material.  We will incorporate as many of your suggestions as we can 
when we update the course material each year. 
 
If you have any comments on this course please send them by email to ST2@bpp.com 
or by fax to 01235 550085. 
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Chapter 27 
 
 

Cost of guarantees and options 
 
 

Syllabus objective:  
 
(k) Demonstrate methods of determining the cost of guarantees and options. 

 ∑  Describe the use of stochastic simulation and the use of option prices to 
 determine the cost of an investment guarantee. 

 ∑  Describe the assessment of the cost of simple mortality options. 
 
 

0 Introduction 

In this chapter we shall consider investment guarantees and mortality options.  
Examples of investment guarantees are found in both unit-linked and non-linked 
business.  Guarantees may relate to surrender and/or maturity values.  Surrender 
guarantees apply at more than one point in time and hence have the additional 
uncertainty of when they may be taken up. 
 
There is a chance that the asset share underlying the policy does not reach the level 
guaranteed on payout.  Another way of looking at this is that guarantees may constrain 
the investment policy that an insurance company would otherwise follow.  Hence they 
carry a cost, and so the guarantee should be priced appropriately.  We will look at some 
ways in which the costs can be evaluated.  
 
We will also consider mortality options.  These are situations where the policyholder 
can choose to extend the term or increase the level of cover at normal premium rates but 
without providing further medical evidence.  To the extent that the option might be 
exercised by someone in poor health, the insurance company will bear a cost: the 
difference between the ordinary premium rate granted under the terms of the option and 
that which would have been granted had the life been underwritten.  
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1 Investment guarantees 

1.1 Examples 

Traditional life insurance contracts transfer the mortality, expense and 
investment risk from the policyholder to the life insurance company.   
 
Investment-linked (including unit-linked) contracts leave the investment risk with 
the policyholder.  The attractions of these policies can be enhanced if part of the 
investment risk is transferred to the insurance company by the contract 
including, for example: 

● a guaranteed minimum maturity value (in money terms)  

● a guaranteed minimum surrender value (again, in money terms) 

● a guaranteed annuity option (such as described for conventional policies 
below). 

 
With-profits contracts transfer investment risk to the policyholder, but generally 
to a lesser extent than for unit-linked contracts (due to smoothing).  They 
typically have some level of guaranteed benefit, which is equivalent to an 
investment guarantee, eg the basic sum assured plus attaching bonus for 
conventional with-profits business under the additions to benefits approach.  
Each of the above investment guarantees may be available on with-profits as 
well as on investment-linked contracts. 
 
The attractions of traditional policies can also be enhanced if the company 
provides guarantees of investment performance.  For example, an option could 
be provided to convert the maturity value of a without-profits endowment 
assurance into an immediate annuity on guaranteed terms.  
 
For example, the policyholder takes the cash maturity value but can choose to buy an 
immediate annuity from the company at a rate guaranteed at policy inception (perhaps 
30 years earlier).  This will be an attractive option if the policyholder is worried that 
annuities may become more expensive when he or she retires.  
 
In each case the policyholder is protected from a “downside” risk.   
 
 

1.2 Implications for the insurance company 

The risk assumed by the life insurance company is that at specified times in the 
future the “backing” assets will be insufficient to meet the guarantees.   
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This risk is particularly difficult to control if the policyholder has a choice over whether 
to exercise the option.  For example, a guaranteed annuity option gives the policyholder 
a choice of taking cash or an income at maturity.  The company will not know which 
option the policyholder will choose and hence which option it should match in 
investment terms.  
 
Additionally, if the guarantee relates to the surrender value, the company will not know 
the specified time at which assets must cover the liability (ie the surrender value) as the 
time of exercise will be under the control of the policyholder.   
 

Question 27.1  

Suppose that an insurance company offers guaranteed annuity payments on its 
without-profits deferred annuity contract, but invests to meet the open market cash 
option.  Is it at risk from low or high interest rates at retirement? 

 
If the company has control over the investment policy, (eg traditional contracts 
with guarantees), there is conflict between investing to meet the guarantees and 
investing for maximum performance.   
 
In other words if the company invests the assets backing a with-profits contract to meet 
a minimum guarantee, then all the policyholder will receive is this minimum return.  
The policyholder will miss out on the prospect of any out-performance and might just as 
well have bought a without-profits contract.  
 
If the company chooses not to invest to match the guarantees, it must include 
the cost of the guarantee in the original pricing basis.  If the company has no 
control over the investment policy, (eg unit-linked endowment assurance), it 
must include the cost of the guarantee in the original charges to the extent that 
the guarantee will not be matched.   
 
Whether the company mismatches through choice or necessity it will need extra funds 
from increased premiums or charges in order to offset its risk. 
 
The risk to the company will depend on the outstanding term of the policy.  In general, 
the longer the timeframe involved then the greater the chance that things might go 
wrong compared with our current forecasts.  For instance, offering a guaranteed annuity 
rate for five years’ time will be less risky than offering the same rate for twenty years’ 
time. 
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However, the picture is more complex for conventional with-profits business.  Here, a 
long timeframe may give the company time to act on profit distribution levels in the 
event of eg disappointing investment returns.  The company’s management has much 
less scope for manoeuvre with a short-term policy or a policy that is approaching 
maturity.  If things go wrong there is much less time for corrective action, eg reducing 
reversionary bonuses, to take effect.  For conventional with-profits policies, the higher 
the amounts of regular distributions of profit made (like reversionary bonus), the more 
onerous the guarantee becomes.  
 

Question 27.2  

Suppose that an insurance company offers a guaranteed surrender value that can be 
exercised on an annual basis.  Why can’t the company match the guarantee by assuming 
(on the basis of past experience) that a certain percentage of policyholders surrender 
each year, ie why can’t it just hold cash for these amounts and hold the remainder in 
appropriate assets to meet the maturity or death benefits payable to the rest of the 
policyholders? 

 
 

1.3 Valuing an investment guarantee 

The liability created by an investment guarantee is the excess of the guaranteed 
amount (eg guaranteed maturity value of an endowment, or the fund needed to 
purchase the “guaranteed annuity” at current market rates), over the cost that 
would have been incurred at the time in the absence of the guarantee.  The 
policyholder should only choose to exercise the option to take up this guarantee 
if it is in-the-money (which can alternatively be expressed as “if it bites”), ie is 
financially advantageous. 
 
As discussed earlier, such guarantee costs will be the result of the insurance company 
being unable or unwilling to invest the premiums to match the guarantee and 
subsequently losing out as a result of its mismatched investment strategy.  The 
insurance company will need to honour its guarantee whenever this situation occurs and 
hence must hold sufficient funds to meet its commitments.  It will therefore seek to 
charge an additional premium to meet the liabilities created by the guarantee.  
 
The value of these liabilities can be determined using:  

● option-pricing techniques 

● stochastic simulation of investment performance. 
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For example, in order to be sure of meeting a guarantee to pay a sum of 1,000 increased 
in line with cash returns, an insurance company would need to invest in cash.  However, 
investing in cash may not be allowable under the terms of the contract, eg a unit-linked 
contract, or it might reduce unacceptably the return that the company could provide to 
the policyholder.  The company therefore needs to charge an extra premium to reflect 
the extra sums it may need to pay out under the guarantee. 
 
There are two main ways in which this extra premium can be assessed: 

● Option-pricing/market valuation techniques.  These assess the extra premium by 
looking at the market price of a derivative that the insurance company could 
acquire to mitigate its risk. 

● Stochastic simulation.  The extra sums likely to be needed under the guarantee 
can be modelled by simulating a range of investment scenarios. 

 
Use of option-prices/market valuation techniques 
 
The options incorporated into life insurance contracts are analogous to options 
traded in the market place.  A guaranteed minimum maturity value corresponds 
to a (European style) put option on the investment funds at an exercise price 
corresponding to the maturity guarantee. 
 
Suppose that a unit-linked endowment assurance with a single premium of 1,000 has a 
guaranteed minimum maturity value of 1,200.  Suppose also that at maturity, the assets 
underlying the policy are worth 1,150. 
 
Then at maturity the office will have to sell the underlying assets in the marketplace for 
1,150, and then pay 1,200 to the policyholder.  Compare this with the situation where 
the office had granted the policyholder a European style put option on those assets with 
an exercise price of 1,200, ie the office had given the policyholder the right to sell the 
underlying assets to the office for 1,200 on the maturity date.  The office could then 
resell them for 1,150, ending up in exactly the same position as before (ie with a loss of 
50). 
 
Hence, if a put option exists in the market for the same (or similar) terms, then the 
market price for that option provides the company with an estimate of the expected 
present value of the guarantee under the policy. 
 
A guaranteed minimum surrender value corresponds to a similar American style 
option or a series of options with different exercise prices which match the 
guaranteed surrender values. 
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If a policyholder is given a guaranteed minimum surrender value, then the policyholder 
may have the option to receive the guaranteed surrender value at any time.  So the 
situation is very similar to the maturity guarantee described above, except that the 
policyholder can exercise the option whenever he or she wishes to do so.  This is 
equivalent to the office granting the policyholder an American put option, which can be 
exercised at any time up until the maturity date.  A European style option can be 
exercised only at the maturity date itself. 
 
A guaranteed annuity rate corresponds to a call option on the bonds that would 
be necessary to ensure the guarantee was met, ie at an exercise price which 
generates the required fixed rate of return.  Alternatively it can be mirrored by an 
option to swap floating rate returns at the option date for fixed rate returns 
sufficient to meet the guaranteed annuity option (a “swaption”). 
 
Recall that a call option is the option to buy an asset at a future date at the exercise 
price. 
 

Question 27.3  

Explain how the insurance company in Question 27.1 could protect itself from the 
annuity rate guarantee by:  
 
(i) purchasing call options on bonds, or 
 
(ii) purchasing interest rate swap options. 

 
 

Question 27.4  

Suppose the insurance company in Question 27.1 has instead invested to match the 
future annuity option, and holds bonds.  What kind of derivative would the company 
now look at in order to assess the cost of the option it is providing under its contract? 

 
It is difficult to ensure that the whole investment fund corresponds to a single 
option traded in the market.  However, an approximation is possible by using 
options written on market indices for equities and bonds. 
 
At the date of policy issue all guarantees will normally be expected to be out-of-
the-money, ie they will have no intrinsic value because current market rates are 
more than sufficient to meet the guarantees.  However, they will have a time 
value which is the result of the views of many investors (“the market”) of the 
present value of the likely future costs of the option.   
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Although current market rates of interest are sufficient to meet the guarantee, a number 
of investors are sufficiently pessimistic about the prospect of future adverse rate 
changes to be prepared to bet that the guarantee may bite at some date in the future.  
The amounts they will pay for this “bet” determines the present value of the option – 
and this is what we use to estimate our expected present value. 
 
Thus the market price of a suitable option produces a way of costing a financial 
option or guarantee incorporated in a life insurance policy. 
 
You must be quite clear what is going on here: we are talking about how we can use the 
current market prices of traded “guarantees” to provide a market-based valuation of the 
guarantees we may be providing under our insurance policies.  (This is actually just an 
example of a market-consistent valuation, as described in Section 1 of Chapter 24.)  We 
are not implying that these derivatives have to be or are purchased by the company: this 
is an entirely separate matter, which would depend on the company’s investment 
strategy in this regard.  
 
It is possible that a guarantee will not be out-of-the-money.  For example, current 
yields might be so low that a life insurance company would be happy to provide 
a guarantee at a future date based on a higher yield. 
 
For example, we might be providing a guaranteed annuity option at retirement (which 
may be in many years’ time) guaranteeing a yield of, say, 3% pa.  Current yields might 
be lower than this (so the guarantee is in-the-money at the present time), but the 
company might still offer the guarantee if there is an extremely high chance of it being 
out-of-the-money by the time of retirement. 
 

Stochastic simulation 
 
By projecting forward the value of the assets using a stochastic investment model and 
comparing this with the sum payable under the guarantee, the insurance company can 
measure the extent to which additional costs will be incurred under a range of 
investment scenarios.   
 
A stochastic model of rates of return on investments is used to simulate the 
future price of assets.  The assumptions underlying the model must be carefully 
evaluated to ensure that they correspond to the company’s planned investment 
strategy.  A large number of simulations is needed in order to obtain reliable 
estimates.  
 
Key assumptions will be the probability distribution used to model the investment 
return and the mean and variance.  Typically 5,000-10,000 simulations might be used. 
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Example 
 
A company is issuing a five-year unit-linked savings bond with a single premium of 
1,000 and guaranteed maturity value equal to the premium rolled up at 3.5% interest pa.  
The unit-linked fund is to be invested in cash. 
 
How could we cost the guarantee using stochastic techniques? 
 
One approach is as follows. 
 
We need to model the returns earned by the cash in the unit-linked fund, so we need to 
decide on how to model future interest rate movements.  In this example, we have 
assumed that each year’s interest rate is equal to the previous year’s rate, but with a 
random drift which is normally distributed with standard deviation of 1% (and mean 
drift zero).  We kick off with current rates programmed in at 5%. 

Suppose that we have a random number generator, which is able to generate random 
numbers that are uniformly distributed in the range 0 to 1.  (You may have a function 
like this on your calculator.)  We start by generating say 5 numbers from this 
distribution: 

 0.115  0.023  0.864  0.212  0.816 

We now use the inverse distribution function method to find the corresponding values 
from the standard normal distribution: 
 

 z1
1 0115 12= = −−Φ ( . ) .   z2

1 0 023 2 0= = −−Φ ( . ) .  

 z3
1 0 864 11= = +−Φ ( . ) .   z4

1 0 212 0 8= = −−Φ ( . ) .  

 z5
1 0 816 0 9= = +−Φ ( . ) .  

 
Our random interest rate in Year t  ( It  say) can now be simulated using: 

 
 I I Zt t t= +−1 0 01.  

 
where Zt  is the standard normal random variable we have just simulated above.   
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Now, noting that I0 0 05= . , we get the relevant simulated interest rate in each of the 

following years: 
 
 I1 0 05 0 012 0 038= − =. . .   I2 0 038 0 02 0 018= − =. . .  

 I3 0 018 0 011 0 029= + =. . .   I4 0 029 0 008 0 021= − =. . .  

 I5 0 021 0 009 0 03= + =. . .  

 
This will give a run of interest rates for the next five years.  We then repeat the process, 
say 10,000 times.  For each run, we can calculate the projected unit fund of the policy 
by accumulating the premium, less charges, at the simulated rates of return.  For this 
example we have taken initial expense charges of 50 and ignored any other deductions 
from the unit fund. 
 
We can then compare the unit fund against the guaranteed minimum maturity value of 
1,000 accumulated at 3½% pa (ie 1,188). 
 
Doing say 10,000 runs we can then look at the results: 
 

Run Interest 
year 1 

i yr 2 i yr 3 i yr 4 i yr 5 Unit fund Guarantee Cost 

1 3.8% 1.8% 2.9% 2.1% 3.0% 1,086 1,188 102 

2 7.5% 7.0% 6.8% 5.2% 4.7% 1,285 1,188 0 

3 5.1% 6.3% 6.9% 6.4% 7.4% 1,297 1,188 0 

4 4.2% 4.9% 4.7% 4.6% 3.5% 1,177 1,188 11 

… … … … … … … … … 

9,999 5.0% 3.9% 3.5% 3.4% 5.4% 1,169 1,188 19 

10,000 5.6% 5.7% 7.2% 7.1% 6.1% 1,292 1,188 0 

Total – – – – – – – 142,184 

 

The total costs for the 10,000 runs here amount to 142,000, giving an average result of 
14.2 per run.  So the cost of the guarantee, which we need to load into the premium, is 
14.2.   
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The principle of stochastic modelling is that the simulated average cost is an estimate of 
the expected value (of the cost). 
 

Question 27.5  

Why is it only an estimate? 

 
For some guarantees the liability if the guarantee is taken is fixed, eg maturity 
guarantee, and for some guarantees the liability will depend on future market 
conditions, eg guaranteed annuity rates.  In the latter case, factors influencing 
the value of the liabilities as well as assets will need to be simulated.   
 
So we will need to project the market bond yields as at the retirement date, in each 
simulation, which will allow us to compute the cost of the annuity liabilities in 
retirement.  This simulation should be consistent with the assumed performance of the 
assets over the same timeframe. 
 
If the guarantee relates to a with-profits policy, the modelling will also need to include 
assumptions about the level of future profit declarations.  The assumptions for each 
simulation need to be consistent with the simulated asset performance. 
 
The company will need to make assumptions about future rates of exercising 
options, which would take into account expected policyholder behaviour and 
the size of the guaranteed amount relative to the alternative benefit (eg asset 
share). 
 
So, for example, a guaranteed minimum surrender value on a unit-linked policy is more 
likely to be taken when the guaranteed amount is greater than the alternative benefit 
based on the value of the units.  Similarly, a with-profits policy is more likely to be 
surrendered if the guaranteed amount is greater than an alternative benefit based on the 
asset share.  However, it would be quite simplistic to assume a policy would always be 
surrendered in these situations.  Policyholders might value the maturity benefits more 
highly or expect the guarantee to become even more valuable at a later date. 
 
The present value of the liability can be determined by discounting the simulated 
cost of exercising the option at a suitable rate.  Repeated simulation will 
generate the probability distribution of the present value of the cost of the 
option.  The company can then charge a premium having a present value which 
reflects the “market cost” of providing that guarantee; this could be the expected 
(ie average) simulated cost plus a margin.  
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Question 27.6  

In the earlier example, the guarantee applied only at maturity.  If the company offered 
the same 3½% guarantee for surrenders at any time over the five years to maturity, how 
would you expect the cost to compare with that of the maturity guarantee? 

 
 

Question 27.7  

If the guarantee applied to surrenders at the end of each year, how could we modify the 
method of the above example to cost the guarantee? 

 
 

Question 27.8  

If the policy were conventional without-profits rather than unit-linked, how would we 
modify the method to set an appropriate premium?  
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2 Mortality options 

2.1 Examples 

It is common for life insurance policies to include options to:  

● purchase additional benefits without providing further evidence of health 
at the normal premium rates (for a life of that particular age) at the date on 
which the option is exercised 

● renew a life insurance policy, eg a term assurance at the end of its original 
term without providing additional evidence of health   

● change part of the sum assured from one contract to another, eg from 
term assurance to endowment assurance. 

 
 

2.2 Implications for the insurance company 

The terms and conditions under which the option can be exercised need to be 
clearly set out in the original policy.  Sometimes an option can only be exercised 
at fixed points of time, eg at the end of every five years of a twenty-year term 
assurance or at anytime providing a qualifying event has occurred, eg the birth 
of a child, taking up a new job at a higher salary.  The extent of the option will 
also be specified, eg the additional sum assured cannot exceed the original sum 
assured.  
 
The terms and conditions for the exercise of the option are designed to reduce 
“selection against the office”, ie an excess of lives in poor health using the 
options to obtain large amounts of life assurance at premium rates that do not 
reflect their expected mortality.    
 
This is just another example of anti-selection, such as we have already discussed 
elsewhere in the course. 
 

Question 27.9  

Why does restricting the points of time at which the option can be exercised reduce the 
risk of anti-selection? 

 
The cost of an option is the value of the excess of the premium that should, in 
the light of full underwriting information, have been charged for the additional 
assurance over the normal premium rate that is charged.  For some lives the 
option will have no cost.  
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If a life, who is in good health and who would be expected to satisfy normal 
underwriting requirements, exercises the option, then the option will generate 
little or no additional costs.  The exercise of the option by lives in poor health 
will generate considerable additional costs. 
 
The total expected additional costs of an option depend on the health status of 
those who choose to exercise the option, and the proportion of lives who choose 
to exercise the option. 
 
In general, the smaller the proportion who exercise the option, the worse will be 
the subsequent mortality experience of those exercising the option.  If a 
substantial proportion exercise the option, then their subsequent mortality 
experience will on average be less extreme.  
 
So the cost of a mortality option is (roughly speaking) the product: 
 

   { } { }proportion of lives exercising option average health of lives exercising option¥  

 

Question 27.10  

Which is worse to the company: every single person with worse-than-select mortality 
taking up the option, or if just the small number of very high risk lives take up the 
option? 

 
Some factors affecting mortality options are: 

● The term of the policy with the option.  The longer the term, the longer the 
policyholder will have the option, and the more likely it is that, at some time, his 
or her health will make the option appear worthwhile. 

● The number of times the policyholder gets the chance to exercise the option, 
eg every five years, on every policy anniversary or at any time whatsoever. 

● Conditions attaching to exercising the option such as limiting the size of the 
option or restricting the choice of contracts available under the option.  

● The encouragement given to policyholders to exercise the option.  As discussed 
in the Core Reading, if take up of the option is low it tends to be only those who 
have most to gain who exercise the option.  As explained in Question 27.10 
above, this can be a good thing, as it could keep the total cost of the option low.   
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 On the other hand, encouraging more of the healthy lives to exercise the option 
will not cause any additional expected loss, and should contribute to the 
company’s total profit as the company will essentially be issuing lots of new 
policies to lots of good risks, which should be a profitable proposition. 

 
Publicising the option more widely can achieve greater take up by healthy lives, 
but care should be taken that the benefit (from future profits) is not outweighed 
by the risk of attracting a bigger proportion of the loss-making high risk lives 
from taking up the option as well. 

 
● The extra cost to the policyholder who exercises the option.  If the option 

involves a steep increase in premiums, then the healthier lives might shop 
around to try to get the same cover cheaper elsewhere.  This means that the 
company will lose out on the potential profit that these policyholders would have 
generated. 

● Selective withdrawals.  A healthy life may cancel a ten-year renewable term 
assurance policy after two years because he or she discovers that the cover 
without mortality options is much cheaper.  The company has not in this case 
collected the option loading from this person for very long, but is still left with 
the unhealthy lives who will exercise the option to the cost of the company. 

 
This is important to understand.  Withdrawal by healthy lives before the option 
date reduces the income (extra premiums) that we would have expected to 
receive from the whole risk pool.  If only healthy lives withdraw, then the cost of 
the option (which depends only on unhealthy lives) will be little altered.  This 
loss of income therefore constitutes a significant risk in the management of 
option costs. 

 

Question 27.11  

Why might a life company wish to restrict the choice of contracts available under the 
option? 
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2.3 Valuing a mortality option 

Mortality options are normally valued using cashflow projections.  These 
cashflows would include the additional benefits expected to be payable under 
the option and the additional premiums expected to be received in relation to 
these benefits, to the extent to which the option is assumed to be taken up.   
 
The additional premiums would be based on the expected premium rates that 
would be charged to standard lives for the additional benefit, as at the option 
exercise date. 
 
So when the policyholder exercises the option he or she will pay exactly the same 
premium as a new policyholder that has just passed underwriting on that day, ie they 
will be charged a premium based on the select mortality tables in use at that time. 
 
The projections should also allow for any additional expenses incurred in the 
administration of the option. 
 
For example, expenses would be incurred if the company writes to each policyholder to 
remind them of the option before the exercise date.  Expenses will then be incurred in 
processing the policyholder’s request to exercise the option. 
 
If the purpose of the valuation is pricing the option (rather than setting the 
liability) then allowance should also be made for the additional reserves that 
should be held, both before and after exercise. 
 
If we price the option using cashflow projections we will need to calculate the profit 
vector each year.  Recall from Subject CT5 that the profit vector is given by the 
premiums, less claims, less expenses, plus investment returns, less increase in reserves.   
 

Question 27.12  

Explain why a policy that contains a mortality option is likely to need much higher 
reserves than the equivalent policy without an option.   
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Valuing a mortality option therefore requires extra assumptions as part of the 
basis: 

● the probability that the option will be exercised, at each possible exercise 
date 

● the additional benefit level that will be chosen, if this is at the discretion of 
the policyholder 

● the expected mortality of the lives who choose to exercise the option 

● the expected mortality of the lives who choose not to exercise the option 

● additional expenses relating to the option. 
 

Option take-up rates 
 
The model may assume that all eligible policyholders will take up the option, and 
that the maximum additional benefit will always be taken.   
 
You may see this approach (ie using the assumption that everyone exercises the option) 
described as the “conventional method” in past exam questions. 
 
The assumption that everyone will exercise the option is obviously unlikely to be borne 
out in practice, but the method does have the advantage of simplicity. 
 
If there are many possible dates on which an option may be exercised, or there is 
a choice from several alternative options, the model may assume that the worst 
option from the financial point of view of the company is chosen with probability 
one. 
 
Alternatively, the model may use more sophisticated take-up rate assumptions 
which vary by exercise date or by alternative option.  These would ideally be 
based on past experience. 
 
You may see this approach (ie making an assumption about the proportion of 
policyholders that exercise the option) described as the “North American method” in 
past exam questions. 
 
This method uses a more realistic assumption for the option take-up rate than the first 
approach suggested above.  However, it may be difficult to obtain the data to make 
suitable assumptions (historically this data was only available in North America, hence 
the name). 
 
Mortality rates 
 
Typically, due to anti-selection, the expected mortality of lives who take up the 
option will be heavier than that of those who do not.   
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For example, the mortality of those who exercise the option may be assumed to 
be a higher percentage of the base mortality table.   
 
For example, we may assume that those that exercise the option will experience mortality of 
150% of the base mortality table. 
 
Alternatively, an age loading may be applied (eg a policyholder of age x may be 
assumed to experience mortality of age 5x +  years).  
 
It may instead be assumed that the mortality experience of those who take up the 
option will be the Ultimate experience which corresponds to the Select 
experience that would have been used as a basis if underwriting had been 
completed as normal when the option was exercised.  This would be consistent 
with an assumption that all eligible policyholders take up the option. 
 
So this would be the approach to use for the “conventional method” described above. 
 
As noted earlier, there should be a link between the assumed option take-up 
rates and the assumed mortality rates. 
 
It may be assumed that the lives who do not take up the option will continue to 
experience the same level of mortality as would have been assumed without the 
existence of the option.  However, this would mean that the average mortality for 
all lives has been assumed to be in excess of the base mortality assumption, 
since those taking up the option are assumed to experience higher mortality 
than this level.    
 
For example, if we assume that lives that take up the option are “ultimate plus ten 
years” and the lives that do not take up the option are “ultimate”, then the average of 
their mortality must be heavier than ultimate.   
 
However, we would expect that the average mortality of all lives (both those that take 
and do not take the option) would be ultimate.  To address this, the following alternative 
approach could be used. 
 
An alternative assumption would therefore be that the mortality of those who do 
not take up the option is such that average mortality for all lives remains at the 
base expected level.  The assumed mortality of those who do not take up the 
option would then be lower than this base level. 
 
For example, under this alternative approach, we could assume that the lives that take 
up the option are “ultimate plus ten years” and that the average mortality will be 
ultimate.  If the proportion that take up the option is 25% say, then we could determine 
a mortality assumption for the lives that do not take up the option, q¢ , as follows: 

 
 100.25 0.75x xq q q+= + ¢  
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The assumed mortality of those who do not take up the option, q¢ , will be lower than 

ultimate level.  For example, we may find that 3xq q -=¢ . 
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Chapter 27 Summary 
 
Investment guarantees 
 
Examples of investment guarantees include: 

● guaranteed minimum maturity values for both unit-linked and non-linked 
endowment contracts, 

● guaranteed minimum surrender values for both unit-linked and non-linked 
contracts, and 

● the ability to convert a lump sum into an annuity or vice versa on guaranteed 
terms. 

 
An insurance company needs to be able to model the investment guarantee in order to 
quantify the extra liabilities that it will incur when the guaranteed amount exceeds the 
earned asset share.  Liabilities can be assessed using: 

● Option-pricing techniques: the value of the liabilities will be similar to the cost 
of a derivative which covers a similar guarantee or option to that which the 
company is offering. 

● Stochastic simulation: the extra sums likely to be needed under the guarantee 
can be modelled stochastically by running a simulation of investment returns 
thousands of times. 

 
Mortality options 
 
Many life assurance contracts contain options whereby the policyholder can choose to 
extend the term or increase the level of cover at normal premium rates, ie without 
providing further medical evidence.  To the extent that the option might be exercised by 
someone in poor health, the assurance company will bear a cost: the difference between 
the ordinary premium rate granted under the terms of the option and that which would 
have been granted had the life been underwritten.   
 
Mortality options can be valued using cashflow projections.  Assumptions are required 
for:  
● option take-up rate  

● benefit chosen  

● mortality of those that exercise the option and those that do not  

● expenses relating to the option. 
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This page has been left blank so that you can keep the chapter  
summaries together for revision purposes. 
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Chapter 27 Solutions 
 
Solution 27.1  

The company is at risk from low interest rates since the annuity may cost more to buy 
than the cash available. 
 
The reverse is true if it invests to be able to pay the annuity.   In this case, the risk is that 
interest rates are high and that the annuity the company has invested to be able to pay is 
worth less than the cash alternative. 
 
 
Solution 27.2  

The reason that the company cannot do this is that more or fewer policyholders may 
surrender in the future.  Withdrawal rates are very variable particularly if interest rates 
and market values vary.  For example, if interest rates rise and market values fall 
policyholders will see the opportunity to surrender and reinvest on attractive terms.  In 
effect they are selecting against the company. 
 
 
Solution 27.3  

(i) Buying call options 
 
At the maturity (retirement) date of the policy, the insurance company will have cash 
available equal to the open market cash option.  If interest rates are now lower than used 
in the guaranteed annuity rates, then the bonds that the company needs to buy to match 
the annuity payments will cost the company more money than the cash available from 
the policy maturity. 
 
A call option essentially fixes a maximum purchase price for the bonds at the exercise 
date.  So holding the option means that the company will not need to pay more money 
(than it can afford) for the bonds if interest rates do fall below the guaranteed level. 
 
(This means that the current market price of the call option represents the expected cost 
of the annuity rate guarantee provided by the company.) 
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(ii) Buying interest rate swap options 
 
For this we would buy options that would permit the company to undertake “receive 
fixed/pay floating” swaps as from the retirement date, where the fixed rate in the swap 
agreement was equal to the interest rate in the guaranteed annuity basis.  The option 
would only lead to the swap being undertaken if bond yields had fallen below the 
guaranteed rate at the retirement date. 
 
Thereafter (assuming the option is exercised) the insurance company would have to 
keep its assets as cash, so that it could cover its obligation to “pay floating” under the 
swap agreement.  Meanwhile the swap agreement will pay the insurer the income 
shortfall on its (cash) returns, making this up to the level of income required to cover 
the guaranteed annuity payments. 
 
(So this time it is the current market price of the necessary swap options that represent 
the market valuation of the annuity rate guarantee.) 
 
 
Solution 27.4  

The company could purchase a bond put option.   
 
Without the put option, the company is at risk if interest rates rise, its bonds fall in 
market value and the policy is surrendered for cash at retirement (or indeed at some 
earlier time).  If it has a bond put option, it can sell those same bonds at a guaranteed 
price (or the put option will increase in price, which comes to the same thing). 
 
 
Solution 27.5  

The average is only an estimate because there may be random error (there are only a 
finite number of simulations), and there may also be errors in the structure of the model, 
and in the values of the parameters we have used. 
 
 
Solution 27.6  

The cost of the guarantee would be greater since the guarantee could bite at any time in 
the five-year period if the unit fund is less than 1,000 rolled up at 3½% pa. 
 
The cost will be further increased by policyholders choosing to surrender more often 
when the cost of the guarantee is highest (this is called financial selection). 
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Solution 27.7  

We will need to allow for the policyholder to exercise the guarantee the first time that it 
is in-the-money.  Thus for each run we compare the unit fund of the policy at the end of 
the year with 1,000 rolled up at 3½% pa.  The cost incurred for each run will be the 
difference between the guarantee and the unit fund on the first occasion that the 
guarantee is greater. 
 
The average cost per run would then be calculated as for the maturity guarantee. 
 
 
Solution 27.8  

The guarantee for a without-profits policy is the basic sum assured.  One approach to 
costing the guarantee would be to run the model with stochastic investment returns and, 
for a given level of premium, calculate the asset share at maturity allowing for expenses 
and the required profit deduction.  The asset share for each run is compared with the 
sum assured and the loss calculated.  The premium should then be varied until the 
probability and amount of loss are acceptable.  
 
 
Solution 27.9  

The policyholder cannot then immediately exercise the option on discovering that he is 
a poor risk, eg when he has just been diagnosed with a life-threatening disease.  
 
  
Solution 27.10  

The first is worst – if everyone with higher than select mortality takes up the option. 
 
This means that the maximum possible total amount of gain has been made by the 
policyholders.  This will include the cost to the company of insuring the few very high 
risk lives at standard premiums, plus the costs of insuring the other medium-high risks 
on the same terms. 
 
 
Solution 27.11  

The risk of mortality selection against the company is rather more severe if the 
policyholder can choose a term assurance contract rather than an endowment assurance 
under the option, for example.  So the company might wish to restrict the availability of 
contracts such as term assurance, in these circumstances. 
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Solution 27.12  

The existence of the mortality option increases the mortality risk.  For example, an 
option to extend the term increases the time for which the insurer is exposed to risk.  
Similarly, an option to increase the sum assured increases the amount that is exposed to 
risk.  The reserves need to be increased for the expected cost of the increased claims. 
 
However, reserves will also need to increase to reflect the uncertainty in this expected 
cost.  Alternatively, additional solvency capital will be required to cover these risks. 
 
Before the option is exercised, the company is exposed to the risk that policyholders 
will selectively choose to exercise the option if their health is worse than for a select 
life. 
 
Even after the option has been exercised, the company is still exposed to considerable 
uncertainty.  As there is no further underwriting, it has no way of knowing the health of 
the lives that exercised the option.  Reserves will need to be calculated on the 
assumption that a level of anti-selection has taken place. 
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Chapter 28  
 
 

Pricing health and care contracts 
 
 

Syllabus objective 
 
(i) Describe the use of actuarial models, including multi-state models, stochastic 

models and Monte-Carlo simulation, for decision-making purposes in life 
insurance in terms of: 

            ∑  the objectives of, and requirements for, building a model for the 
management of life insurance products 

∑  the basic features of a model required to project life insurance business 

∑  choosing between stochastic and deterministic approaches  

∑  the differences between traditional and financial economic approaches 

∑  the use of sensitivity analysis or the assessment of variances 

∑  the use of models for:  

 – pricing 

 – assessing the return on capital 

 – assessing the profitability of existing business 

 – developing an appropriate investment strategy 

 – projecting future supervisory solvency position. 
 
(The items in bold are covered in this chapter.) 

 
 

0 Introduction  

In this chapter we cover the models used specifically to value the benefits payable under 
the major health and care insurance contracts covered in this course: income protection, 
critical illness, and long-term care insurance.     
 
The approaches described in this chapter apply mainly to individual (ie non 
group) products. 
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1 Income protection 

Income protection can be costed using multi-state modelling or using the more 
simplified inception / disabled life annuity approach. 
 
We describe multi-state modelling in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 and the inception / disabled 
life annuity approach in Sections 1.3 to 1.8 below. 
 
 

1.1 Multi-state modelling – introduction 

The method described in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 is a simplification of a more 
complex methodology, multi-state modelling, whereby policyholders are 
separately tracked through the various stages of healthy and claiming as 
follows: 

 healthy premium payers 

 lives falling sick within deferred period 

 lives becoming claimants following deferred period 

 lives recovering, reverting to premium payers 

 lives dying 

 etc. 
 
Each subclass will have its own set of transition probabilities: sickness 
inception, lapse, mortality, recovery, policy expiry.  Depending on the 
sophistication of the model, probabilities may vary according to the number of 
previous times that the cohort has been ill and all transition rates may be a 
function of the duration within that stage.  The actuary needs to recognise that 
the available data may not permit this degree of sophistication of the method in 
practice. 
 

Question 28.1  

Draw a diagram showing all the necessary states and transitions for modelling the 
process described by the above paragraphs. 

 
You will remember that the modelling process requires assumptions for the transition 
intensities between states.  In general we can write a transition intensity as: 
 

 ij
xm =  transition intensity at exact age x from state i to state j ( i jπ ). 
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Question 28.2  

Define precisely what ij
xm  represents. 

 
Additionally, some of the most important transition intensities have been given specific 
symbols, by convention.  For example: 
 

 HS
x xs m=  

 
where H = healthy, and S = sick. 
 

Question 28.3  

Define ,   and x x xm r n  in terms of ij
xm  notation, using H = healthy, S = sick and 

D = dead.  

 
You should also recall the notation used for the relevant probabilities.  The following 
example will remind you of the notation used. 
 

Example 
 
Interpret the following probabilities: 
 

(a) HH
t xp  (b) 5 30

HDp  (c) 3 50
SSp  

 
Solution 
 

(a)  HH
t xp  is the probability that a healthy life now aged exactly x  will be healthy in 

t  years’ time.  (Note that the life may have been disabled at some point in 
between.) 

 

(b)  5 30
HDp  is the probability that a healthy life now aged exactly 30 will be dead in 

5 years’ time. 
 

(c) 3 50
SSp  is the probability that a sick person now aged 50 stays continuously sick 

until at least age 53. 
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1.2 Multi-state modelling – practice 

Pricing using a multiple state modelling approach requires determination of the 
proportion of lives in each status, using the relevant duration-based intensities.  
The value of claims outgo will thus depend on the number of lives within (one of) 
the benefit-receiving sub-cohorts, in a given month, multiplied by the relevant 
average sum insured.  Against this will be balanced: the premium coming from 
those in a premium-paying state, plus the investment income, less all relevant 
expenses and other outgoings in the appropriate month.  Transition intensities 
will be applied to each status to determine the numbers appropriate to various 
cells for the next month. 
 
In theory the model could be very complex, with hundreds of sub-cohorts open 
at any time. 
 

Question 28.4  

Explain where the “hundreds of sub-cohorts” might come from, giving possible 
examples of how the “healthy” and “sick” state can be sub-divided. 

 
In practice, the lack of detailed statistics to estimate all of the transition 
intensities and the avoidance of spurious accuracy will necessitate a more 
straightforward and meaningful approach, such as the combination of various 
sub-cohorts and reduction of number of transition intensities required. 
 
The main thing is to avoid spurious accuracy.  Care must be taken to ensure that the 
results of any model we use are not heavily dependent on parameters that have very 
little credibility. 
 
Even with these approximations, the multi-state model will provide significant 
insight into the robustness of any rating and reserving structure and allow 
sensitivity testing to be performed – the latter is difficult with the incidence / 
annuity approach. 
 
The value of sensitivity testing as an actuarial tool should never be underestimated.  
Even if we don’t have much confidence about any single projected outcome, the effect 
on the outcome of varying the parameter assumptions can be extremely illuminating. 
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1.3 Notation for the inception / disabled life annuity approach 

There is a lot of notation in this section.  Here is a summary of the notation that will be 
used.   
 
Rather than reading it through in detail now, you might prefer to move on to the next 
section, and keep referring back to it as new terms get introduced. 
 

xl   is the expected number of survivors (healthy and sick lives combined) 

out of 
0xl  lives who were initially all healthy at age 0x  

( )xal    is the number of healthy lives at exact age x  

( )d
xad  is the number healthy lives dying in the year of age x  to 1x   (in this 

context d stands for “death”) 

( )i
xad   is the number of healthy lives becoming sick in the year of age x  to 1x   

(in this context i stands for “inception” of sickness) 

( )xar   is the number of sick lives becoming healthy in the year of age x  to 1x   

(in this context r stands for “recovery”) 

SS
t xp   is the probability that a sick person now aged x  stays continuously sick 

until at least age x t ; this may be referred to as a “survival” probability 
in the sick lives’ double decrement table 

( )i
xa  is the force of transition from healthy to sick at exact age x   

( )i
xaq  is the probability that an individual will fall sick at age x ; this is a 

sickness inception rate or a disability inception rate 

d
xi  is the probability that an individual who is healthy at time x d-  will start 

to receive claim payments in the year of age x  to 1x  , following a 
deferred period d , arising from sickness inceptions of healthy lives 
during the year of age [ , 1 ]x d x d- + - ; this is an initial claim inception 

rate 
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,( )x dia  is the probability that an individual who is alive will start to receive claim 

payments in the year of age x  to 1x  , following a deferred period d , 
arising from the average number of policyholders who are alive during 
that year of age; this may also be written as ( , )ia x d  

 

,( )x dib  is the probability that an individual who is alive will fall sick in the year 

of age x  to 1x  , and will then go on to start receiving claim payments 
d  years later, arising from the average number of policyholders who are 
alive during that year of age; this may also be written as ( , )ib x d  

 

: ,
i
x t n d

a +  is the expected present value of a benefit of 1 pa paid to a disabled life 

starting at age x t  and being paid for a maximum of n  years, having 
remained sick through a deferred period of d  (this is known as a 
disabled life annuity, or a current claim sickness annuity) 

( / )
:

HS d all
x n

a  is the expected present value of a benefit of 1 pa paid to a disabled life, 

who is healthy at age x, payable for n years or until earlier death, where 
only benefits paid at durations of longer than d years are included 
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1.4 Introduction – the general method 

Income protection is most commonly costed using an inception / disabled life 
annuity approach. 
 
This method is a simplification of the multiple state model approach.  It requires us to 
convert our multiple state model into a multiple decrement table format. 
 
We describe this method in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 below. 
 
The inception / disabled life annuity approach provides a method of determining the 
expected cost of benefits from claims incepting in a particular year. 
 
This quantity can be derived as the product of the following five components: 

(1) the probability that the policyholder is eligible to claim in the year under 
consideration (for example, policyholders who are already claiming and 
policyholders who have died before that year would not be eligible to claim) – 
this is sometimes referred to as a survival probability 

 
(2) the claim inception rate corresponding to the year under consideration 
 
(3) the value of the annuity then payable for the duration of the claim  
 
(4) a discount factor – this is needed to discount the annuity value (from (3)) back 

from the point of claim to the policy inception 
 
(5) the annual benefit amount. 
 
Note that these components are not uniquely defined and that there are different types of 
eligibility probability, claim inception rate and disability annuity.  We will look at some 
different types below. 
 
This general method is expanded in the following sections.   
 
 

1.5 Inception / disabled life annuity approach 

As its name suggests it considers two functions, namely: 

● the claim inception rate  

● the disabled life annuity. 
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Claim inception rate 
 

The claim inception rate, d
xi , is the probability that a claim will become payable 

to an individual in the year of age x  to + 1x .  The individual will have become 
sick d weeks or months (or years) earlier and remained so to benefit 
commencement. 
 
This corresponds to item (2) in the list in Section 1.4. 
 
Note that claim inception rates are different from sickness inception rates: 

● As the name suggests, sickness inception rates relate to when individuals fall 
sick.  In an income protection insurance context, this corresponds to the point in 
time when the individual is first deemed unable to work.   

● Claim inception rates relate to the point in time at which benefit payments 
commence.  In an income protection insurance context, this corresponds to the 
end of the deferred period. 

 

Question 28.5  

When would the sickness and claim inception rates be equal? 

 
Sickness inception rates are considered again in Section 1.7, however in general, we 
will be considering claim inception rates. 
 
“Claim inception rates” are derived from “sickness inception rates” by 
multiplying the probability of sickness inception by the probability of remaining 
sick throughout the deferred period. 
 
Disabled life annuity 
 
The disabled life annuity is the present value at the date of claim inception of 
expected claim payments to individuals disabled after the deferred period until 
policy expiry.   
 
This corresponds to item (3) in the list in Section 1.4. 
 
Allowance is made for any escalation of the claim amount, interest and the 
probabilities of death and recovery between the end of the deferred period and 
expiry date. 
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Expected claims outgo 
 
Within the cashflow program, the claims outgo in any period is taken as the lump 
sum value of the benefit (annual amount multiplied by disabled life annuity) (this 
relates to items (3), (4) and (5) in the previous section) multiplied by the probability 
of becoming eligible for claim (claim inception rate) (this relates to items (1) and (2) 
in the previous section). 
 
 

1.6 Valuing disability benefits using rates of claim inception and 
claim termination 

The approach in Section 1.5 could be more formalised using two double 
decrement tables. 
 
In this section, we will assume that the deferred period is zero, so that the sickness and 
claim inception rates are the same. 
 
The first double decrement table relates to decrements from the healthy state (ie falling 
sick and dying), while the second double decrement table relates to decrements from the 
sick state (ie recovering and dying).  We now look at these tables in more detail. 
 
The first double decrement table 
 
One table relates to healthy policyholders and has decrements falling sick and 
dying.   
 

The dependent initial rate of falling sick at age x , ( )ixaq , is called the inception 

rate for disability.   
 
Note that this is a sickness inception rate, not a claim inception rate.  It would be 

possible to calculate a claim inception rate from ( )i
xaq  by multiplying it by the 

probability of remaining sick throughout the deferred period. 
 
This double decrement table is estimated so as to allow for recovery and 
subsequent sickness. 
 
So, the table allows for lives to become sick and recover again any number of times 
over any given range of age. 
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The second double decrement table 
 
The second table relates to policyholders who are receiving disability benefits, and has 
decrements of recovery from disability and dying (while disabled).  The “survival” 
(ie neither-recovering-nor-dying) probabilities from this double decrement table are 
used to determine the present value of a disability annuity, payable until the 
policyholder dies or recovers, or until the expiry of a specified number of years, 
whichever occurs first. 
 
Now let’s value disability benefits for a healthy life. 
 
Valuing disability benefits 
 
The value of a disability benefit of 1 pa payable continuously to a healthy life 
now aged x  is: 
 

 
=•

+
+ +

=
Ú

0

( )
( ) .

( )

t
i t ix t
x t x t

xt

al
a v a dt

al
m  

As in Section 1.4, this integral is a composition of: 

● the probability that x  is alive and well at time t  ie 
( )

( )

al

al
x t

x

  

● the probability of falling sick in time interval td  ie ( )i
x ta tm d+  

● the value of the annuity then payable on sickness ax t
i
  

● a discounting factor v t . 
 
Summing over all future periods and letting the time interval 0td Æ  gives us the 
integral as shown. 
 
Approximate calculation of the integral 
 
The usual method of calculating the value of such benefits is to assume that 
lives becoming disabled in ( , )x t x t   1  do so on average at age x t  ½  (for 

all integral x  and t ) and to approximate this integral using:  
 

 
+ +=•

+ + +

=
Â

½
½

0

( )

( )

i x t it
x t x t

x
xt

ad v a

al v
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This enables commutation functions to be defined and used for the valuation of these 
benefits (but these are not required knowledge for the F102 exam!). 
 
 

1.7 Information given in the Exam Tables booklet 

There are several valid, but slightly different, approaches to the inception / disabled life 
annuity method.   
 
The Core Reading in this section has two purposes: 

(1) to provide a background to the claim inception rates given in the S(ID) tables by 
referring back to their source (CMIR12), and relating these to the claim 
inception rates we have looked at so far  

(2) to explain the functions that are tabulated in the S(ID) tables, so that you can use 
them for simple numerical calculations. 

 
Formulae and tables for the examinations 
 
Ignoring the Manchester Unity method, which is outside the scope of this 
course, the Formulae and Tables book includes three tables, based on the 
results presented in CMIR12.  These are found in section S(ID) of the book and 
comprise: 

● claim inception rates 

● present values of current claim sickness annuities 

● present values of annuities during sickness for lives currently healthy. 
 

These are denoted in the Tables by the notation ( ) ,x d
ia , ,

SS
x za , ( / )HS d all

xa respectively. 

 
Claim inception rates 
 
The claim inception rates are central rates, tabulated by age at claim 
commencement, x, and prior deferred periods, d, in years.   
 
A central rate gives the expected number of claim inceptions occurring over the year of 
age [ , 1]x x +  (following deferred period d), relative to the average number of lives 

(healthy and sick) alive during that year of age.   
 
Thus the age at commencement of sickness will be -x d .  The claim inception 
rates are denoted by ,( )x dia .   
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This corresponds to item (2) in the list in Section 1.4. 
 
They will be applied to an exposed to risk comprising all lives living between 
ages x  and + 1x , to be consistent with the approach in CMIR12. 
 
This exposed to risk figure is used in the calculation of item (1) in the list in Section 1.4. 
 
So, what we are saying here is that policyholders are eligible to claim (item (1)) if they 
are alive between ages x  and 1x   – we are not specifying whether they are sick or 
healthy.  The ,( )x dia  term is a claim inception rate, so incorporated into this is the 

probability that they have already fallen sick and been sick through the deferred 
period, d . 
 
Annuity rates 
 
Recall that there are two annuity rates given in the Tables: 

● present values of current claim sickness annuities  

● present values of annuities during sickness for lives currently healthy. 
 
The annuity values relate to sickness benefits payable continuously and ceasing 
on death, recovery or attainment of age 65.   
 
They are dependent on current duration of sickness, for reserve calculation, or 
on deferred period, for premium calculation.   
 
The claims reserve calculation would use the annuity described in the first bullet point 
above and the premium calculation could use the annuity described in the second bullet 
point. 
 
The former annuities estimate the value of the current benefit only, but the latter 
allow for all future episodes of sickness.   
 
To calculate the reserve held in respect of a claim in payment, one would use current 

claim sickness annuities, ,
SS
x za .  These values depend on the current duration of sickness 

and estimate the value of the current benefit only. 
 

,
SS
x za  can be found in the left-hand table on page 139 of the Tables.  It corresponds to 

item (3) in the list in Section 1.4. 
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When using ,
SS
x za , we must also use claim inception rates, ( ) ,x d

ia , which can be found 

on page 138 of the Tables (this corresponds to item (2) in the list in Section 1.4), along 
with appropriate eligibility probabilities (item (1)), discount factors (item (4)) and 
benefit levels (item (5)). 
 
A traditional pricing calculation would use annuities that are paid during sickness for 

lives currently healthy, ( / )HS d all
xa .  These values depend on the deferred period and 

allow for all future sicknesses (including subsequent sickness following recovery) over 
all future time periods. 
 

( / )HS d all
xa  can be found in the right-hand table on page 139 of the Tables.  This annuity 

is effectively the value of all future claim inception rates multiplied by the discounted 
value of the future sickness annuities multiplied by a survival probability to the point of 
sickness (ie the eligibility probability) for a healthy life currently aged x . 
 

In this case, the term ( / )HS d all
xa  actually incorporates all of the items (1), (2), (3) and 

(4).  If we are using this annuity value from the tables, then all we will need to do is 
multiply it by the annual benefit amount. 
 
The survival probabilities from the double decrement table are combined with an 
appropriate interest rate to determine the relevant present value. 
 
Note that, as earlier, the survival probabilities referred to above are the probabilities of 
“not leaving” by either cause of decrement.  
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Example 
 
A disability insurance policy pays a benefit of 6,000 pa while the policyholder is sick.  
There are no deferred or waiting periods and all benefits cease on reaching age 65 or on 
earlier death.  Premiums are waived (that is, they are not payable) while the 
policyholder is sick.  Otherwise, level annual premiums can be assumed to be payable 
continuously until age 65 or until earlier death. 
 
Calculate the annual rate of premium payable by a new policyholder aged 45, according 
to the following basis: 

● Sickness: as defined by the S(ID) Tables 

● Interest: 6% pa 

● Mortality: ELT15 (Males) 

● Expenses: initial:  60% of the annual rate of premium 

                                   regular: 20 pa, assumed incurred continuously in all years 
including the first 

   claim:  1.5% of all sickness benefits while in payment. 
 
You can assume that the mortality underlying the S(ID) tables is consistent with ELT15 
(Males).  You should use the mortality only annuity rates (on page 140 of the Tables) 
for the premium, and then remember to allow for the waiver of premium during periods 
of disability. 

 
 

Solution 
 
Using P for the level annual rate of premium, the equation of value is: 
 

 ( )(0 / ) (0 / )
45:20 45:2045:20 45:20

6,000 1.015 0.6 20HS all HS allP a a a P a- = ¥ + +  

 

\ 

(0 / )
45:2045:20

(0 / )
45:20 45:20

6,090 20

0.6

HS all

HS all

a a
P

a a

+
=

- -
 

 

    
6,090 0.454221 20 11.299

292.07
11.299 0.454221 0.6

¥ + ¥= =
- -
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CMIR12 
 
CMIR12 defines two claim inception rates, type (a) and type (b): 
 

= ( , )
( , )

x

ca x d
ia x d

L
 

 
and 
 

= ( , )
( , )

x

cb x d
ib x d

L
 

 
where: 
 

=( , )ca x d the expected number of periods of sickness that pass through 

duration d between attained ages x and + 1x  (sickness 
commencing between ages -x d  and + -1x d ) 

  
=( , )cb x d the expected number of periods of sickness that pass through 

duration d between attained ages +x d  and + + 1x d  (sickness 
commencing between ages x and + 1x ) 

 
        =xL  the average number living (healthy and sick) between ages x 

and + 1x . 
 
They are both central rates but: 

● with ( , )ia x d , we are considering claims that incept in the year of age [ , 1]x x +  

● with ( , )ib x d , we are considering the sicknesses that incept in the year of age 

[ , 1]x x +  that eventually become claims. 

 
It is important that the rates ( , )ia x d  and ( , )ib x d  are applied to the entire 

in-force, not just those that are premium paying – otherwise adjustments must 
be made.  The exam tables above have used the type (a) probabilities. 
 

Note that these type (a) probabilities are written as ,( )x dia  in the Tables.  Similarly it 

would be consistent for us to write ( , )ib x d  as ,( )x dib . 
 

Summary of claim inception rates and their corresponding survival 
probabilities 
 
In total, we have considered three claim inception rates: 
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● An initial claim inception rate, d
xi , which is the probability of claim inceptions 

(following deferred period d) occurring during the year of age [ , 1]x x + , arising 

from sickness inceptions of healthy lives during the year of age [ , 1 ]x d x d- + - .   

 
The relevant survival probability is the probability of being healthy at exact 
age x d- . 
 

● A central claim inception rate, ,( )x dia , which is the expected number of claim 

inceptions occurring over the year of age [ , 1]x x +  (following deferred period d), 

relative to the average number of lives (healthy and sick) alive during that year 
of age.   
 
The relevant survival probability is the probability of being alive at (average) 
age ½x + . 
 

● A central claim inception rate, ,( )x dib , which is the expected number of 

sickness inceptions occurring over the year of age [ , 1]x x + , which ultimately 

become claim inceptions d years later, relative to the average number of lives 
(healthy and sick) alive during that year of age.   
 
The relevant survival probability is the probability of being alive at (average) 
age ½x + . 

 
In the exam, you would not be expected to demonstrate any further knowledge of 
CMIR12, other than the facts contained in the Core Reading in this subsection. 
 
The following section gives further details of the terms introduced here. 
 
 

1.8 Integral expressions for IP pricing 

In Subject F102 it is important that you can understand the figures presented in the 
Tables and to be able to use them to calculate numerical solutions to simple problems.  
It is unlikely that you will be required to construct integral expressions in the exam, 
however understanding how the tabulated functions are constructed should help you to 
use them properly in numerical questions.  This section includes such integral 
expressions and explains their various components. 
 
Inception rate for disability 
 
Let’s start off by considering a sickness (or disability) inception rate. 
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Assume that all lives are healthy at exact age x, and there are ( )xal  of these lives.  

During the year of age [ , 1]x t x t+ + +  (where t is an integer) we will have: 

● ( )d
x tad +  healthy lives dying (using d for “death”) 

● ( )i
x tad +  healthy lives becoming sick (using i for “inception” of sickness) 

● ( )x tar +  sick lives becoming healthy (using r for “recovery”) 

 
So: 
 

 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d i
x t x t x t x t x tal al ad ad ar+ + + + + += - - +  

 
There are two important things to notice here: 

● lives that recover from sickness re-enter the healthy (and hence exposed-to-risk) 
population 

● individual lives can be counted more than once in either or both of ( )i
x tad +  and 

( )x tar + , both in the same year of age and (more commonly) in different years of 

age. 
 
Now consider the force of transition from healthy to sick, which we will denote 

( )i
x tam + .  (We could equally define other forces of transition as ( )d

x tam +  for death etc.) 

 
 
Claim inception rates 
 
Claim inception rates can be expressed as: 
 

 
Expected number of claim inceptions over a certain period

Exposure
 

 
If we take the period of time in numerator to be the year of age [ , 1]x x + , then we can 

write the numerator as: 
 

 
1

0
( ) ( )i SS

x d r x d r d x d ral a p drm- + - + - +Ú  
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Question 28.6  

Explain this integral. 

 
The denominator (the exposure) will depend on the type of claim inception rate we are 
calculating. 
 
Recall that we have considered three variations of the claim inception rate. 
 

Question 28.7  

(i) What are these three variations? 
 
(ii) Which of these three variations appears in the Tables? 

 

Initial claim inception rate, d
xi  

 
If we assume that all lives are healthy at some initial age 0x , and that claim inceptions 

commence in the year of age [ , 1]x x + , then the exposure in the denominator in the 

expression above will be ( )x dal - , ie the number of individuals who are healthy at age 

x d . 
 

Thus, the (initial) claim inception rate d
xi  would be defined as: 

 

 
1

0

( )
( )

( )
d i SSx d r
x x d r d x d r

x d

al
i a p dr

al
m- +

- + - +
-

= Ú  

 
The integral can be approximated by: 
 

 
1

½0

( )
( )

( )
d i SSx d r
x x d r d x d

x d

al
i a dr p

al
m- +

- + - +
-

È ˘
Í ˙
Î ˚
Ú  

 
Now: 
 

 
1

0

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

i i
ix d r x d r x d
x d

x d x d

al a dr ad
aq

al al

m- + - + -
-

- -
= =Ú  

 
ie the disability inception rate defined in the Core Reading at the start of Section 1.6. 
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So our claim inception rate can be written as: 
 

½( )d i SS
x x d d x di aq p- - +  

 
ie as the product of a sickness inception rate and the probability of remaining sick 
during the deferred period – as stated in the Core Reading in Section 1.5. 
 
Generally speaking, the expected number of claim inceptions of deferred period d years, 
arising in the year of age [ , 1]x t x t+ + + , per policy taken out at age x is then: 

 

 
( )

( )
dx t d
x t

x

al
i

al
+ -

+  

 

Central claim inception rate, ,( )x dia   

 
This time, we assume that all individuals who are alive between ages x  and 1x +  are 
eligible to claim, so the exposure in the denominator in the expression above will be 

1

0 x rl dr+Ú , ie the average number of individuals – both healthy and sick – who are alive 

between ages x  and 1x + .  ( xl  is the expected number of survivors (healthy and sick 

lives combined) out of 
0xl  lives who were initially all healthy at age 0x .) 

 
Recall from Section 1.7 that these are central claim inception rates, tabulated by age at 
claim commencement, x, and prior deferred periods, d, in years.  Thus the age at 
commencement of sickness will be x d- .  This approach is consistent with the 
approach in CMIR12. 
 
So: 
 

 

1

0
, 1

0

( ) ( )
( )

i SS
x d r x d r d x d r

x d

x r

al a p dr
ia

l dr

m- + - + - +

+

=
Ú

Ú
 

 
We would approximate: 
 

 

1

0
,

½

( ) ( )
( )

i SS
x d r x d r d x d r

x d
x

al a p dr
ia

l

m- + - + - +

+

Ú  
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where the numerator is: 

● the number of claim inceptions during [ , 1]x x +  for which sickness commenced 

d years earlier 
 
and the denominator is: 

● the number of lives surviving to age ½x + . 
 
These rates are shown on page 138 of the S(ID) Tables, for 0 30x =  (only). 

 
Thus for an initially healthy life aged x , the expected number of claim inceptions of 

deferred period d years occurring in the year of age [ ], 1x t x t+ + +  would be: 

 
 ½ ,( )t x x t dp ia+ +  

 

Central claim inception rate, ,( )x dib   

 

Question 28.8  

Write down an integral expression for ,( )x dib , equivalent to the one we defined for 

,( )x dia  earlier in this section. 

 
Disabled life annuities 
 
Recall that we can find two types of disabled life annuity values in the Tables: 

● current claim sickness annuities, ,
SS
x za  

● annuities paid during sickness for lives currently healthy, ( / )HS d all
xa . 

 

Current claim sickness annuities, ,
SS
x za  

 
Let’s assume that: 

● the annual sickness benefit of B is continuously payable 

● benefits cease at age 65 

● claim inceptions occur, on average, half way through the year of age. 
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Then the lump sum value of the benefit can be written as: 
 

½:65 ½ ,
i
x t x t d

B a + + - - -  

 
Combining this with the initial claim inception rate 
 
Combining this with our initial claim inception rate from above, we see that the 
expected present value of the cost of claim inceptions occurring in the year of age 

[ ], 1x t x t+ + + , valued at the middle of the year per initial policyholder aged x, would 

be: 
 

 
½:65 ½ ,

( )

( )
d ix t d
x t x t x t d

x

al
i B a

al
+ -

+ + + - - -  

 
If we want the value of these benefits at the point when the policyholder is age x , then 
we need to discount this for ½t  years.  So the present value of the cost of claim 

inceptions occurring in the year of age [ ], 1x t x t+ + + , valued when the policyholder is 

age x , per initial policyholder, would be: 
 

 ½
½:65 ½ ,

( )

( )
d i tx t d
x t x t x t d

x

al
i B a v

al
++ -

+ + + - - -  

 
In the expression above, we have written the disability annuity value (for a continuously 

payable sickness benefit of 1 pa) as 
:

i
x na , with i representing a currently sick (“ill”) life, 

x is the current age and n is the maximum number of years of sickness payments.   
 

:
i
x na  is sometimes called a current claim annuity value, because it only includes 

sickness benefits payable for the future duration of the current period of sickness.  A 
presently sick life may have several future periods of sickness (separated by healthy 
periods), but none of the subsequent bouts are included in this annuity value. 
 
You will find examples of the current claim annuities of type (b) (ie with benefits 
ceasing at age 65) in the section of the S(ID) Tables on page 139, under the heading of 
“current status = sick”.  However, you will also see that these values are specific to the 
current duration of sickness, z. 
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Question 28.9  

Give two examples of why we might need to take duration of sickness into account 
when valuing policy benefits. 

 
 

Question 28.10  

Using the Tables, write down the value of 
40:25
ia  for a life who has: 

(a) just become sick 

(b) already been sick for exactly one year 

and comment on the differences. 

 

Unless stated otherwise, when we use i
xa  or 

:
i
x na  we will be referring to a life who has 

just become sick at age x (ie who has current duration of sickness 0 years). 
 
Combining this with a central claim inception rate 
 
Using central claim inception rates, the expected present value of the cost of claim 

inceptions occurring in the year of age [ ], 1x t x t+ + + , valued at the middle of the year 

per initial policyholder aged x, would be: 
 

 ½ , ½:65 ½ ,
( ) i

t x x t d x t x t d
p ia B a+ + + + - - -  

 
As above, in order to obtain the present value (at age x ), we would need to discount 
this amount for ½t  years, ie: 
 

½
½ , ½:65 ½ ,

( ) i t
t x x t d x t x t d

p ia B a v +
+ + + + - - -  
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Example 
 
You are given the following policy details and basis: 
 
Deferred period: 1 year. 

Benefit: 
£25,000  for first year of sickness after expiry of deferred period

£15,000  for all subsequent periods of continuous sickness

pa

pa

Ï
Ì
Ó

  

Entry age:  30 

Expiry age:  65 

Morbidity:  S(ID) in the Tables 

Mortality:  English Life Tables No.  15 (Males) 

Interest:  6% pa. 

Lapses:  Ignore 
 
Calculate the expected claim cost, per policy issued, for the fourth and fifth years of this 
policy.  Express your answer in mid-year values. 

 
 

Solution 
 

In general, for the year [ ], 1t t +  the value is: 

 

 
½ 30 30 ,1 30½ :34½ ,1

1½ 30 31 ,2 31½ :33½ ,2

( ) 25,000

( ) 10,000

i
t t t t

i
t t t t

p ia a

v p ia a

+ + + -

+ + + -

¥

- ¥
 

 
(Note that the first part of the formula includes 10,000 pa too much benefit for sickness 
durations of more than two years, which is why we need the deduction in the second 
line.)   
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The calculations are as follows: 
 

Item                  Year 4 ( 3t = )          Year 5 ( 4t = ) 

½ 30t p+    0.996687  0.995663 (*) 

30 ,1( ) tia +    0.000641  0.000709  

30½ :34½ ,1
i

t ta + -    3.8909   3.9843  (*) 

1½ 30t p+    0.995663  0.994557 (*) 

31 ,2( ) tia +    0.000371  0.000416 

31½ :33½ ,2
i

t ta + -    5.8021   5.8831  (*) 

 
So the expected mid-year values of the claim costs, per policy in force at the start of 
each year, are: 
 
        Year  Expected mid-year value 
 

4  
0.996687 0.000641 3.8909 25,000

0.995663
0.000371 5.8021 10,000 41.93

1.06

¥ ¥ ¥

- ¥ ¥ ¥ =
 

 

5  
0.995663 0.000709 3.9843 25,000

0.994557
0.000416 5.8831 10,000 47.35

1.06

¥ ¥ ¥

- ¥ ¥ ¥ =
 

 
Note that the items denoted (*) have been calculated by interpolating between the 
values of the adjacent integer ages. 

 
 

Question 28.11  

Calculate the expected mid-year claim costs for the first three years of this policy, per 
policy issued. 
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Question 28.12  

(i) Write down a formula involving the function ,( )x dib  for the expected present 

value of the cost of claim inceptions occurring in the year of age [ , 1]x t x t+ + + , 

valued at the middle of the year per initial policyholder aged x.  As usual, you 
should assume that the annual benefit (B) is paid continuously, d is the deferred 
period and 65 is the expiry age. 

 
(ii) Write down a formula for part (ii) valued when the policyholder is age x. 

 

Annuities paid during sickness for lives currently healthy, 
( / )HS d all

xa  
 
So we have looked at current claim annuities, which include sickness benefits payable 
for the future duration of the current period of sickness.  However, since a life may have 
several future periods of sickness (separated by healthy periods), it would be useful to 
have an annuity that incorporated all future periods of sickness. 
 
Using the notation of the S(ID) tables, we can define: 
 

 ( / )
:

HS d all
x n

a  

 
to be the expected present value of a disability annuity of 1 pa, payable for n years or 
until earlier death, to a healthy life now aged x, where only benefits paid at durations of 
longer than d years are included.  d is the duration of sickness measured from the time 
of first becoming sick. 
 
Note that in the Tables, the value of the disability annuity ceasing at age 65 is written as 

(0 / )HS all
xa , which is equivalent to (0 / )

:65
HS all
x x

a
-

. 

 

A possible integral formula for ( / )
:65

HS d all
x x

a
-

 is: 

 

 
65( / )

:65 ,:65 0

( )
( )

( )

x dHS d all i SS t d ix t
x t d x t x t d x t d dx x

x

al
a a p v a dt

al
m

- - ++
+ + + + - - --

= Ú  

 

Question 28.13  

Explain this integral formula. 
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Example values of this function (for 0,1,2d =  and 65n x= - ) are given in the S(ID) 

tables, which we can use to calculate values as in the following example and question. 
 

Note that when using the ( / )
:

HS d all
x n

a  term, we need only multiply it by the annual 

benefit amount, B, in order to calculate our expected present values of benefits. 
 

Example 
 
A disability insurance policy pays the following rates of benefits while sick: 

● first 12 months of continuous sickness:   nothing 

● second 12 months of continuous sickness:   6,000 pa 

● all continuous periods of sickness in excess of 24 months: 11,000 pa. 
 
Use the assumptions of the S(ID) tables to calculate the expected present value of these 
benefits to a new policyholder aged exactly 50 (assuming all benefits cease at age 65 or 
on earlier death). 
 
Solution 
 

The EPV is:  (1/ ) (2 / )
50:15 50:15

6,000 5,000HS all HS alla a+  

 
which reads as: 

“the value of 6,000 pa payable at all sickness durations of 1 year or more” 

+ “the value of 5,000 pa payable at all sickness durations of 2 years or more” 

(so that, at durations of 2 years or more, the total benefit valued is at the rate of 11,000 
pa, as required). 

\ 6,000 0.247810 5,000 0.184025 2,406.99EPV = ¥ + ¥ = . 

 
 

Question 28.14  

Calculate the value of the following disability annuities, all payable to age 65 or to 
earlier death, and all to a healthy life currently aged 40. 

(a) 5,000 pa payable at all sickness durations exceeding 2 years. 

(b) 6,000 pa payable at all sickness durations of less than 2 years. 

(c) 7,000 pa payable at all sickness durations of between 1 and 2 years.   
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2 Critical illness 

The approach for critical illness is much simpler than for income protection, as the 
benefit is a lump sum rather than an income. 
 
A relatively simple approximation for risk premium rates for an accelerated 
critical illness policy (ie one where the benefit is paid out on the earlier of death 
or critical illness) can be derived: 
 

( )+ -1x x xi k q  

 
where 
 

xi  is the critical illness incidence rate 

xk   is the proportion of deaths due to critical illness 

xq   is the mortality rate. 

 

These all relate to expected experience over the year of age [ ], 1x x +  for a life currently 

aged x. 
 
By general reasoning we can feel comfortable with this formula.  The expression 
‘ x xk q ’ reduces the critical illness incidence rate to allow for those deaths that 

were caused by a critical illness and are already included within the mortality 
rate. 
 

You can equally well think of this the other way round: the expression ( )1 x xk q-  

reduces the mortality rate to allow for those deaths that were caused by a critical illness 
and are already included within the critical illness incidence rate. 
 
Similarly we should express the stand-alone cost as a rate: 
 

{ }¥ probability of surviving the survival periodxi  

 

Question 28.15  

Explain this formula. 

 
These formulae are applied to each critical illness definition separately and then 
combined to provide the overall risk premium for critical illness cover. 
 
By “critical illness definition” we mean “cause of claim”.     
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Thus we might have: 
 

 d
xi =  critical illness incidence rate due to cause d  

 
where d might include: 

 hd: heart disease 
 s: stroke 
 c: cancers 
 o: other causes. 
 
So the overall critical illness incidence rate would then be: 
 

 hd s c o
x x x x xi i i i i= + + +  

 
and this would then be used in the formula for the accelerated death benefit or stand-
alone policy as appropriate. 
 
The expected claim cost is then found by multiplying the claim incidence rate by the 
critical illness sum assured of the policy. 
 
Overlaps in incidence of certain critical illnesses may be allowed for explicitly. 
 
Overlaps arise where more than one allowable critical illness cause underlies the same 
individual claim.  Thus it is possible for a person to suffer both from cancer and from 
heart disease, for example, but only one claim will be paid under the policy.  This 
should be automatically taken care of if the assumptions for the incidence rates have 
been derived by analysing claim experience data, provided care is taken to attribute each 
observed claim to a single (ie main) cause only. 
 
The situation is harder, though, if we are using population medical records to estimate 
future claim rates.  The medical data may record disease incidence (by cause) without 
necessarily indicating whether other diseases are present at the same time.  Double 
counting is therefore possible. 
 

Question 28.16  

Why should the company be not too concerned about double counting for stand-alone 
critical illness rates? 
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Question 28.17  

Explain how double-counting could cause problems for the claim-accelerated CI 
contract. 

 
This process can be used in any profit testing methodology, whether single-state 
or multi-state.  Note that the derivations of the above formulae are not required 
of students taking Subject F102. 
 
However, everything included in the preceding pages is required! 
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Example 
 
You have estimated the following critical illness incidence rates for lives aged 50 from 
population data: 
 
 Cause of illness  Rate 

 Heart disease   0.00080 
 Stroke    0.00005 
 Cancer    0.00100 
 Other causes   0.00035 
 
You are told that 10% of all heart disease cases were also included in the cancer data. 
 
The causes of death for the year of age 50 to 51 in the general population are assumed to 
be as follows: 
 
Cause of death in year of age[50,51]  due to:  % of deaths at age [50,51]  

Critical illness incepted in year of age [50, 51]     5% 
Critical illness incepted in year of age [49, 50]   15% 
Critical illness incepted in year of age [48, 49]   25% 
Critical illness incepted in year of age [47, 48]   10% 
Critical illness incepted prior to age 47      3% 
 
Calculate the claim incidence rate at age 50 for: 

(a) a stand-alone critical illness policy 
(b) an accelerated critical illness policy 
 
if: 
 
(i) it is the first year of the policy 
(ii) it is the second year of the policy 
(iii) it is the third year of the policy.  
 
Assume a mortality rate (all causes) of 50 0.0025q = , and that all lives are initially 

healthy when they take out a policy.  Ignore the survivorship requirement for the stand-
alone critical illness policy.  State any other assumptions you make. 
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Solution 
 
(a) Stand-alone policy 
 
The stand-alone critical illness incidence rate will be the same for all policy durations at 
age 50 (provided there are no temporary initial selection effects on critical illness rates).  
This will be: 
 

 
50 0.00080 0.00005 0.00100 0.00035 0.1 0.0008

0.00212

i = + + + - ¥

=
 

 
(b) Accelerated critical illness policy 
 
This is a bit of a catch question!  We need: 
 

 ( )50 50 501i k q+ -  

 

such that ( )501 k-  is the proportion of deaths due to all causes other than critical illness.  

So: 
 

 
50 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.10 0.03

0.58

k = + + + +

=
 

 
So the claim incidence rate (for any policy duration) is: 
 

 ( )0.00212 1 0.58 0.0025 0.00317+ - ¥ =  

 
This also assumes that critical illness incidence rates, and mortality from all other 
causes, do not vary by policy duration. 
 
(This is an extremely unlikely situation, but given the information available in the 
question, there is little else that can be done here!) 
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3 Long-term care insurance 

The approach to pricing LTCI is very similar to that of income protection in 
Section 1 above – one can choose between the inception / annuity methodology 
or multi-state modelling. 
 

Question 28.18  

A long-term care insurance policy has three different benefit levels: 
 
(1) 20 per day if requiring a certain level of care in order to continue living in own 

home. 
 
(2) 50 per day if requiring residential (non-nursing) home care. 
 
(3) 150 per day if requiring residential nursing home care. 
 
Define a suitable multiple state model, and give an integral formula for the expected 
present value of the benefits for an initially healthy policyholder aged 70.  Define the 
symbols you use. 
 
You can assume that it is not possible for someone to move from one benefit level to a 
lower one. 

 

Question 28.19  

Describe how an inception and disability annuity approach could be used to value the 
policy benefits defined in Question 28.18, for a new policyholder aged 70.  You should 
additionally assume that all lives who claim under the policy move between benefit 
levels in order of increasing payment (ie it is not possible to start claiming at benefit 
level (2) without first receiving benefit at level (1), for example). 
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Chapter 28 Summary 
 
Income protection – multi-state modelling 
 
Policyholders are separately tracked through the different states of healthy, sick within 
the deferred period, sick and claiming, dead, and lapsed.  Assumed forces of transition 
between states are used to project the probabilities of being in particular states at 
particular future times.  These probabilities can then be used to value benefit and 
premium payments. 
 
This can lead to many subcohorts, subject to different assumed transition probabilities – 
this may lead to spurious accuracy.  Appropriate combinations of subcohorts would be 
made, allowing fewer but more reliable transition probabilities to be used. 
 
Superior tool for sensitivity testing. 
 
Income protection – claim inception and disability annuity approach 
 
Cost of claims incepted in each future policy year (the expected claims cashflow) 
worked out from: 
 

 { } { } { }survival probability claim inception rate disability annuity¥ ¥  

 
producing mid-year values. 
 
The disability annuity value is for current claims only, ceasing on recovery, death, or 
policy expiry.  It is based on a double decrement table (decrements of death and 
recovery) for sick lives.  The annuity value will vary depending on the duration of 
sickness at the start of claim payments (ie the deferred period). 
 
Claim inception rates are broadly equal to a sickness inception rate multiplied by the 
probability of sick lives surviving sick for the deferred period. 
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Three variations of the claim inception rate are described: 
 
(1)  An initial claim inception rate, ,x di , which is the probability of claim inceptions 

(following deferred period d) occurring during the year of age [ , 1]x x + , arising 

from sickness inceptions of healthy lives during the year of age [ , 1 ]x d x d- + - .  

The relevant survival probability is the probability of being healthy at exact 
age x d- . 

 
(2) A central claim inception rate, ,( )x dia , which is the expected number of claim 

inceptions occurring over the year of age [ , 1]x x +  (following deferred period d), 

relative to the average number of lives (healthy and sick) alive during that year 
of age.  The relevant survival probability is the probability of being alive at 
(average) age ½x + . 

 
(3) A central claim inception rate, ,( )x dib , which is the expected number of sickness 

inceptions occurring over the year of age [ , 1]x x + , which ultimately become 

claim inceptions d years later, relative to the average number of lives (healthy 
and sick) alive during that year of age.  The relevant survival probability is the 
probability of being alive at (average) age ½x + . 

 
CMIR12 derives inception rates of types (2) and (3). 
 
The S(ID) Tables include: 

(a) inception rates of type (2) 

(b) current claim disability annuity values 

(c) expected present value of sickness annuities for currently healthy lives. 
 
The healthy lives annuity value is based on: 
 

 
65( / )

,65 ,:65 0

( )
( )

( )

x dHS d all i SS t d ix t
x t d x t x t d x t d dx x

x

al
a a p v a dt

al
m

- - ++
+ + + + - - --

= Ú  

 
which relates to current age x, expiry age 65, and deferred period d. 
 
Tables (a) and (b) can be used to calculate expected claims cashflows (for initially 
healthy lives aged 30), and table (c) can be used to calculate costs of benefits and 
premiums using a formula approach (for policies with expiry age 65). 
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Critical illness 
 

Critical illness incidence rate is of the form: hd s c o
x x x x xi i i i i= + + + , where hd, s, c and o 

indicate causes of claim: heart disease, stroke, cancers and other. 
 

Critical illness claim incidence rate is  probability of surviving survival periodxi  . 

 

Accelerated critical illness claim incidence rate is: ( )1x x xi k q+ - , where xk  is the 

proportion of deaths over [ ], 1x x +  that are due to critical illness. 

 
Long-term care insurance 
 
Use multiple state or inception / annuity methods to value the benefits. 
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This page has been left blank so that you can keep the chapter 
summaries together for revision purposes. 
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Chapter 28 Solutions 
 
Solution 28.1  

Including all the relevant states mentioned we get the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The “sick and not claiming” state includes people who have been sick for a continuous 
period shorter than the deferred period, while the “sick and claiming” state includes 
only those whose current duration of sickness exceeds the length of the deferred period. 
 
However we can model the process adequately (for the purpose of valuing the benefits) 
by ignoring the “sick but not claiming” state from the model, and allowing for the 
deferred period by explicit adjustments for the time spent sick.  So we would then have: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Either version would be correct.) 
 
Note that we do not need a separate state “policy expired”, because we can simply stop 
the process when we get to the end of the policy term. 

Healthy 
Sick but not 

claiming 
Sick and 
claiming 

Lapsed 

Dead 

Healthy Sick  

Lapsed 

Dead 
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Solution 28.2  

It is the annual rate at which lives are moving from state i to state j at exact age x. 
 
 
Solution 28.3  

The definitions are: 
 

 HD
x xm m=  SH

x xr m=  SD
x xn m= . 

 
 
Solution 28.4   

We might sub-divide the sick state by duration of sickness, eg: 

● sick for less than one year 

● sick for more than one year. 
 
Each sick category can be subdivided by major category of sickness or disability (so we 
could apply different claim termination probabilities to them).  
 
We might further subdivide the healthy state by: 

● number of years in force 

● never been sick / been sick at least once previously. 
 
We will also subdivide by age, gender, and other risk factors like deferred period, 
smoker status and occupation, and so we could apply different transition probabilities 
to all of them. 
 
So we can see that the number of cohorts being tracked, and the variety of different 
transition probabilities required, could easily get very large indeed. 
 
Whilst the model could be criticised for getting very complex, the above illustrates the 
power of the multi-state modelling approach compared to other, more approximate, 
methods.  For example, we could use the model as suggested above to investigate the 
effect of assuming different claim inception rates for the groups in the last bullet point. 
 
 
Solution 28.5  

The sickness and claim inception rates would be equal when there is no deferred period, 
so that the benefit payments commence immediately as the policyholder falls sick. 
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Solution 28.6  

The individual falls sick at exact age x d r   – this is represented by the force of 

transition from healthy to sick, ( )i
x d ra   . 

 
In order for the individual to have been able to fall sick at age x d r  , he/she must 
have been healthy at that point.  The number of healthy lives at exact age x d r   is 
( )x d ral - + . 

 
In order for a claim to be valid, the individual must have remained sick from age 
x d r   to age x r , ie through the deferred period, d  – this is represented by 

SS
d x d rp - + . 

 
 
Solution 28.7  

(i) Three variations of the claim inception rate 
 

(1) The initial claim inception rate, d
xi . 

 
(2) The central claim inception rate, ,( )x dia . 

 
(3) The central claim inception rate, ,( )x dib .   

 
(ii) Claim inception rate appearing in the Tables 
 

,( )x dia  appears in the Tables. 

 
 
Solution 28.8  

 

1

0
, 1

0

( ) ( )
( )

i SS
x r x r d x r

x d

x r

al a p dr
ib

l dr

m+ + +

+

=
Ú

Ú
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Solution 28.9  

Two examples are: 
 
(1) Policies with deferred periods only pay benefits after the deferred period has 

elapsed (with the policyholder remaining sick continuously throughout). 
 
(2) Some policies only provide short-term sickness benefits (for example, accident 

and sickness policies).  After a set duration of continuous sickness the benefits 
may reduce, or (maybe after a further period of sickness) stop being paid 
altogether. 

 
 
Solution 28.10  

(a) We have: 
 

40:25 , 0
i

da =  (ie for current sickness duration 0) 

 

0.0603=     (The notation used for this in the Tables is 40,0
SSa .) 

 
(b) We have: 
 

40:25 , 1
i

da =   (ie for current sickness duration 1 year) 

 

4.4889=   (The notation used for this in the Tables is 40,1
SSa .) 

 
Comment 
 
Most single bouts of sickness are of very short duration, nearly all lasting less than one 
year.  The value in (a) is the “average” value of benefits paid on such bouts of sickness, 
so its value is small. 
 
People who have already been sick for a year are the exceptions, and are much less 
likely to recover in the short-term future compared with a newly-sick person.  So the 
expected duration of sickness claim is much longer for someone who has already been 
sick for one year, and so the annuity value is much greater. 
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Solution 28.11  

We use the same formula as before for the mid-year claim cost in year [ ], 1t t + : 

 

 
½ 30 30 ,1 30½ :34½ ,1

1½ 30 31 ,2 31½ :33½ ,2

( ) 25,000

( ) 10,000

i
t t t t

i
t t t t

p ia a

v p ia a

+ + + -

+ + + -

¥

- ¥
 

 
but noting that, for 0t = , 30 ,1( ) 0tia + =  and 31 ,2( ) 0tia + = .  So the claim cost in the first 

year is zero.   
 
For the other years, the calculations are: 
 

     Item   Year 2 ( 1t = )  Year 3 ( 2t = )  

½ 30t p+    0.998623  0.997670 

30 ,1( ) tia +    0.000521  0.000578 

30½ :34½ ,1
i

t ta + -    3.7062   3.7981 

1½ 30t p+    0.997670  0.996687 

31 ,2( ) tia +    0.000294  0.000330 

31½ :33½ ,2
i

t ta + -    5.6342   5.7190 

 
So, the expected mid-year value of the claim costs for year 2, per policy issued, is: 
 

 

0.998623 0.000521 3.7062 25,000

0.997670
0.000294 5.6342 10,000 £32.62

1.06

¥ ¥ ¥

- ¥ ¥ ¥ =
 

 
and for year 3 is: 
 

 
0.997670 0.000578 3.7981 25,000

0.996687
0.000330 5.7190 10,000 £37.01

1.06

¥ ¥ ¥

- ¥ ¥ ¥ =
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Solution 28.12  

(i) Expression for the expected present value of the cost of claim inceptions 
 

 ½ , ½:65 ½ ,
( ) i

t d x x t d d x t x t d
p ib B a- + + - + + - - -  

 
(ii) Expression from part (i) valued at age x 
 

 ½
½ , ½:65 ½ ,

( ) i t
t d x x t d d x t x t d

p ib B a v +
- + + - + + - - -  

 
 
Solution 28.13  

The probability that the healthy life aged x becomes sick at exact age x t+  is 

(approximately, assuming td  is a very small finite time interval) 
( )

( )
( )

ix t
x t

x

al
a t

al
m d+

+ . 

 

The probability that this life is still sick d years later is SS
d x tp + .   

 
The present value of the benefits (that will start at age x t d+ +  provided both of the 

above things happen) is 
:65 ,

i
x t d x t d da + + - - -  discounted for t d+  years.   

 
Multiplying the present value by the probabilities, summing over all possible values of t 
between age x and age 65 d- , and taking the limit 0td Æ +  gives the integral formula. 
 
 
Solution 28.14  

(a) (2 / )
40:25

5,000 5,000 0.166111 £830.56HS alla = ¥ =  

 

(b) ( )(0 / 2) (0 / ) (2 / )
40:25 40:25 40:25

6,000 6,000HS HS all HS alla a a= -  

 

 ( )6,000 0.420352 0.166111 £1,525.45= - =  

 

(c) ( )(1/ 2) (1/ ) (2 / )
40:25 40:25 40:25

7,000 7,000HS HS all HS alla a a= -  

 

( )7,000 0.213550 0.166111 £332.07= - =  
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Solution 28.15   

A stand-alone critical illness policy will only pay a claim to a policyholder who 
survives the defined survival period.  So, if xi  is the incidence rate of critical illness, 

then to give us the claim incidence rate we need to multiply by the probability that these 
illnesses lead to claims – ie that they fulfil the survivorship conditions under the policy. 
 
 
Solution 28.16  

Double counting will lead to an overestimate of claim incidence rates, which is a more 
acceptable (less solvency-threatening) error than understating the rates.  (Of course, too 
much conservatism can be a bad thing, as it can lead to uncompetitive premiums.) 
 
 
Solution 28.17  

Recall the formula for the incidence rate at age x for this contract: 
 

 ( )1x x xi k q= + -  

 
Here we do not want to overstate the proportion xk  of deaths that are also critical illness 

claims.  This would understate the cost of claims and could lead to inadequate 
premiums or reserves. 
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Solution 28.18  

The model is shown in the following diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Define: 
 

 ij
t xp =  probability that a life in state i aged x is in state j at age x t+  ( j i≥ ). 

 
The expected present value of the benefits is: 
 

 

01 02 03
70 70 700 0 0

01 02 03
70 70 700 0 0

365.25 20 50 150

7,305 18,262.5 54,787.5

t t t
t t t

t t t
t t t

v p dt v p dt v p dt

v p dt v p dt v p dt

• • •

• • •

È ˘¥ + +Í ˙Î ˚

= + +

Ú Ú Ú

Ú Ú Ú
 

 

State 0 
Healthy 

State 1 
Benefit 
level 1 

State 2 
Benefit 
level 2 

State 3 
Benefit 
level 3 

State 4 
Dead 
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Solution 28.19  

We need rates of claim inception at each future age 70 t+ .  There would be three rates 
of claim inception at each age, relating to claims starting at each benefit level. 
 
It would probably be easiest to use central rates of claim inception for this purpose.  We 
would then need to multiply by the probability of (70) surviving to the middle of year 
[70 ,70 1]t t+ + +  to give the probability of (70) claiming in that year (again, for each 

benefit level separately). 
 
The probability of claiming at each future age for each benefit level would then need to 
be multiplied by the appropriate current-claim disability annuity values, and by the 
projected increase in benefit level at the time of commencement of (or increase in) 
claim.  So we would need three tables of these annuity values: one for each benefit level 
and each subdivided by age at claim inception.  These would be whole life disability 
annuities, with payments ceasing on death (assuming recovery is impossible).   
 
The annuity functions would include appropriate allowance for future inflation of 
benefit payments in each case. 
 
The projected mid-year values would then need to be discounted to the start of the 
policy. 
 
Finally, we would calculate, for each year 0,1,2,...t =  

 

       

{ }

{ } { }
{ } { }
{ }

½probability of surviving to time ½

claim inception rate to level (1) level (1) annuity value 20

claim inception rate to level (2) level (2) annuity value 30

claim inception rate to level (3) le

tt v ++ ¥

¥ ¥

¥ + ¥ ¥

+ ¥{ }

365.25

vel (3) annuity value 100

È ˘
Í ˙
Í ˙ ¥
Í ˙
Í ˙¥Í ˙Î ˚

 

 
and sum over all future years t, to obtain the expected present value of the benefits 
under this policy. 
 
Note that we value 30 per day additional benefit for level (2), because we have assumed 
the 20 payable under the first level continues until death (and hence into all subsequent 
levels of sickness, if they occur).  A similar argument applies for the 100 assumed for 
level (3). 
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Question 4.16  

A life insurance company uses prospective methods and the following basis for 
calculating its surrender values and alteration terms: 
 
● Mortality: AM92 (lives assumed to be Select at policy outset) 

● Interest: 4% pa 

● Expenses: Renewal: 2% of each premium 
   Alteration or surrender: 120 
 
A without-profits endowment assurance policy was issued exactly fifteen years ago to a 
life who was then aged exactly 40.  The sum assured under the policy is 250,000, 
payable at the end of the year of death or at the end of the term of 25 years, and the 
annual premium is 6,200. 
 
(i) Calculate the surrender value payable, if the policyholder surrenders the policy 

just before the premium now due. [2] 
 
(ii) Instead of taking the surrender value, the policyholder asks to convert the policy 

into an endowment assurance maturing in five years.  The sum assured is to 
remain the same.  Calculate the revised premium. [2] 

   [Total 4] 
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… which will be the case here if the insurer has a large enough portfolio to remove 
random fluctuations from the experience. [½] 
 
The corporate bonds have similar yields overall, however, they are made up quite 
differently:   [½] 

● the multinational company’s bonds have a high risk of default, but are very 
marketable / liquid, … [½] 

● … so the majority of the yield margin (above the government bond yield) will 
reflect the default risk  [½] 

● the small private company’s bonds have a lower risk of default, but are very 
unmarketable / illiquid, … [½] 

… so the majority of the yield margin (above the government bond yield) will 
reflect the illiquidity risk.  [½] 

 
Therefore, if the insurer held the multinational company’s bonds, then the scope for 
including an illiquidity premium would be small, … [½] 
 
… whereas if the insurer held the small private company’s bonds, then a significant 
allowance may be made in the discount rate for illiquidity.  [½] 
   [Maximum 4] 
 
 
Solution 4.16  

(i) Surrender value 
 
The surrender value is: 

 

{ } { }

| |55:10 55:10

current prospective reserve alteration expense

250,000 0.98 6,200 120

250,000 0.68388 6,076 8.219 120

120,911

SV

A a

= -

= - ¥ -

= ¥ - ¥ -

=

 

   [2] 
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(ii) Revision of premium 
 
Let P  be the new annual premium, then: 

 | |55:5 55:5120,911 250,000 0.98A P a= -  

   [1] 
 
So: 

 
250,000 0.82365 120,911

18,917
0.98 4.585

P ¥ -= =
¥

 

   [1] 
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Question 5.4  

Describe the aim and main features of catastrophe reinsurance from the point of view of 
a ceding life insurance company. [5] 
 
 
Question 5.5  

Describe briefly: 
 
(i) the reasons for underwriting life assurance proposals, and  [4] 
 
(ii) the effect that the standard of underwriting will have on the pricing of the 

contract.  [2] 
   [Total 6] 
 
 
Question 5.6  

Describe the various ways in which a life insurance company can help manage its 
capital position using reinsurance. [7] 
 
 
Question 5.7  

A life office offers a without-profits endowment assurance policy.  At the maturity date 
of the policy, a policyholder may effect a whole life without-profits policy at normal 
premium rates without medical evidence, for a fixed sum assured.  
 
(i) Outline how cashflow projections could be used to calculate the extra premium 

to be charged for this mortality option. [3] 
 
(ii) Describe how the cost of the option is impacted by the proportion of 

policyholders that exercise the option. [3] 
   [Total 6] 
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Question 5.8  

A deferred annuity policy will pay a guaranteed amount of £20,000 annually in advance 
from age 60.  Alternatively, at age 60, the policyholder may choose to take a lump sum 
payment of equivalent value, which must be used to purchase an annuity from another 
insurance company at that time. 
 
The lump sum is guaranteed to be the higher of: 

• the equivalent value calculated according to market rates of interest available at the 
time of conversion 

• £250,000 
 
The company expects interest rates to have the following probability distribution at the 
time of this policyholder’s 60th birthday: 

• ( 4%) 0.6P i = =  

• ( 6%) 0.4P i = =  

 
Calculate the expected cost of this option to the insurance company as at age 60, 
assuming the company bases its annuity rates on AM92 ultimate mortality, and that 
policyholders always take the lump sum option when it is financially advantageous for 
them to do so.  [4] 
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In return, the insurer will repay the loan to the reinsurer over a number of years. [½] 
 
The repayments are contingent on the profits emerging from the business, and will not 
be paid if the profits do not materialise. [½] 
 
The assets in the company’s supervisory balance sheet will be increased by the amount 
of the loan.  [½] 
 
However, in some regulatory regimes the future loan repayments will not be included in 
the liability value shown in the balance sheet. [½] 
 
The net effect is then to increase the value of the free assets in the company’s balance 
sheet, so increasing capital. [½] 
 
However, this form of financial reinsurance is not effective under accounting or 
supervisory regimes where credit can already be taken for the future profits and/or 
where a realistic liability has to be held in respect of the loan repayments.  [1] 
 
Risk premium reinsurance 
 
Risk premium reinsurance can be used to reduce new business strain.  [½] 
 
The reinsurer provides a “loan” to the insurer in the form of reinsurance commission 
based on the volume of business reinsured.  [½] 
 
The loan repayments are spread over a number of years as additions to the reinsurance 
premiums.   [½] 
 
The reinsurer takes into account the expected lapse experience of the portfolio in 
determining the loan repayments.  [½] 
 
So, in a similar way to the contingent loan, the assets are increased by the reinsurance 
commission, but the liabilities may not need to increase to cover the additional 
reinsurance premiums.  [½] 
 
Again, this form of financial reinsurance is not effective under accounting or 
supervisory regimes where a realistic liability has to be held in respect of the loan 
repayments (ie the additional reinsurance premiums).  [½] 
 
Original terms reinsurance 
 
Original terms reinsurance will reduce new business strain on individual policies as they 
are sold.  [½] 
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A quota share basis will usually be used as this means that the benefits of the 
reinsurance will apply to all contracts (both big and small).  [½] 
 
The large initial commission will enhance the company’s free assets, by capitalising the 
future expense loadings that the insurer is passing to the reinsurer through the 
reinsurance premiums. [1] 
 
Further reduction in strain may be achieved if the reduction in net reserves exceeds the 
reinsurance premium, though the extent of this will depend on regulation. [½] 
   [Maximum 7] 
 
 
Solution 5.7  

(i) Method 
 
The cashflows arising from the whole life contract would be projected.  [½] 
 
These cashflows would include the sum assured payable on death … [½] 
 
… and the premiums payable throughout the term of the whole life contract, … [½] 
 
… to the extent to which the option is assumed to be taken up.   [½] 
 
The premium for the whole life contract would be based on the expected premium rates 
that would be charged to standard lives … [½] 
 
… as at the maturity date of the endowment assurance.  [½] 
 
The projections should also allow for any expenses incurred, including the 
administration of the option.  [½] 
 
As the purpose of the valuation is pricing the option (rather than setting the liability) 
then allowance should also be made for the additional reserves that should be held, both 
before and after exercise.  [½] 
 
The cost of the option calculated above would then be respread over the premiums 
payable by all policyholders over the term of the endowment assurance policy. [½] 
   [Maximum 3] 
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(ii) Impact of the proportion that exercise the option on the cost of the option 
 
If a life, who is in good health and who would be expected to satisfy normal 
underwriting requirements, exercises the option, then the option will generate little or 
no additional costs.   [½] 
 
The exercise of the option by lives in poor health will generate considerable additional 
costs.    [½] 
 
So the total cost of the option depends on the health status of those who choose to 
exercise the option … [½] 
 
… and the proportion of lives who choose to exercise the option.  [½] 
 
In general, the smaller the proportion who exercise the option, the worse will be the 
subsequent mortality experience of those exercising the option.   [½] 
 
If a substantial proportion exercise the option, then their subsequent mortality 
experience will on average be less extreme.  [½] 
 
The maximum possible cost occurs when every person with mortality worse than the 
standard rate takes up the option.  This will include the cost to the company of insuring 
the few very high risk lives at standard premiums, plus the costs of insuring the other 
medium-high risks on the same terms.  [1] 
   [Maximum 3] 
 

Solution 5.8  

If interest rates are 4%, then the normal lump sum would be: 
 

 @4%
6020,000 20,000 14.134 282,680a = ¥ =  

 
As this is higher than the guaranteed amount, then there is no cost to the company of 
meeting the guarantee. [1] 
 
If interest rates are 6%, then the normal lump sum would be: 
 

 @6%
6020,000 20,000 11.891 237,820a = ¥ =  [1] 
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The cost of the guarantee is then: 
 
 250,000 237,820 12,180- =  [1] 

 
So the expected value of the cost of the guarantee is: 
 

 ( ) ( ) 0 0.6 12,180 0.4 £4,872
i

E C i P i¥ = ¥ + ¥ =Â  [1] 

   [Total 4] 
 
 
Solution 5.9  

We have to find out the probability that, at age 60, the value of the assets will be less 
than the (expected present) value of the liabilities. 
 
Define A as the random variable denoting the value of the assets at age 60.  So the 
question tells us that: 
 

 2~ (250,000, (50,000) )A N  

 
Define L as the random variable denoting the value of the liabilities at age 60.  If there 
were no annuity option, then this value would always be £200,000.   
 
This is because the company would calculate the annual amount of annuity as (for 

example) 
( )@
60

200,000
m ia

, which has an expected present value of: 

 

 ( )@
60( )@

60

200,000
200,000m i

m i a
a

¥ =


 

 
The actual expected cost of the annuity will be higher than this if the expected present 
value of an annuity of £15,000 pa (payable monthly in advance) and discounted at rate 
i  is greater than £200,000, because in this case the guaranteed annuity would then be 
payable.  This will happen if: 
 

 (12)@
60

200,000

15,000
ia >  

 

ie: @
60

200,000 11
13.7917

15,000 24
ia > + =  
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Question 7.6  

A life insurance company sells only term assurances.  It sells through both the insurance 
intermediary and own salesforce distribution channels. 
 
(i) Explain how persistency can be a source of risk to this life insurance company. 
    [4] 
 
(ii) Discuss the differences in persistency experience for the two distribution 

channels. [2] 
   [Total 6] 
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Question 7.7  

A proprietary life insurance company currently issues a full range of conventional and 
unit-linked without-profits protection and savings contracts.  The company is planning 
to launch a new regular premium unit-linked endowment assurance contract with a very 
simple charging structure.  The aim is to address recent adverse media publicity about 
the alleged unnecessary complexity of unit-linked contracts currently available in the 
market.  The market is very price-sensitive at the present time, so charges need to be 
brought down to a minimum. 
 
The proposed design of the new product is as follows: 
 
Allocation rate: 100% of all premiums are allocated to units at the 

ruling price; there is no bid-offer spread. 

Sum assured: The annual amount of the first year’s premium 
multiplied by (55− age next birthday at entry).  

Death benefit: The sum assured, or the value of the units held under 
the policy if higher. 

Surrender and maturity values: The value of the units held at the time of claim. 

Surrender is permitted at any age. 

Fund management charge: 1.25% per annum, reviewable at the company’s 
discretion. 

Maximum entry age: 54 next birthday. 

Maximum maturity age: 75. 

Premium level: The amount of premium can be chosen by the 
policyholder, provided that the annual amount of any 
year’s premium does not fall below the level of the first 
year’s premium.  If this condition is not met, then the 
policy has to be surrendered for the then available 
surrender value. 

All contracts are subject to the company’s standard underwriting procedures. 
 
(i) Discuss the risks of the proposed product design to the company. [9] 
 
(ii) Suggest, with reasons, possible ways in which the product design might be 

improved, bearing in mind the company’s current business environment. [6] 
 
(iii) Discuss whether a non-unit reserve would be held at any point during the term of 

this contract and comment on its size. [10] 
   [Total 25] 
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Subject to offering security to the desired extent, the aim of the asset portfolio is to 
maximise returns. [½] 
 
Property and equities have given higher returns historically and probably will in the 
future.  However this is in the long term; in the short term government bonds may 
outperform both. [1] 
 
The company should consider its short-term views on different asset sectors. [½] 
 
The company should hold a diverse portfolio of assets to minimise specific risk.  [½] 
 
The company should have a similar mix of assets to its competitors or there is a risk of 
falling sales if its performance is too much out of line with the market. [1] 
 
The asset portfolio should attempt to match the expected cash flow from the portfolio of 
liabilities.  [½] 
 
This may be impossible to achieve, in which case the company should match as closely 
as possible to avoid exposure to reinvestment risk (unless there is scope for 
mismatching – see below). [½] 
 
Free assets 
 
The greater the size of the free assets, the bigger the cushion that the company has 
against adverse experience.  Therefore the higher the level of free assets, the more risky 
the investment policy that the company can afford to take. [1] 
 
The more risky strategy will generally mean holding a greater proportion of real assets, 
and/or choosing fixed-interest assets that do not match the guaranteed liabilities by 
term.   [1] 
 
A stochastic asset/liability model can help the company to choose the risk v return 
stance most appropriate for its level of free assets and acceptable probability of ruin. [½] 
 
It is possible that the market looks at the size of free assets, so sales might fall if the free 
asset ratio falls. [½] 
 
The free assets can be useful to smooth bonuses (if the surplus distribution system 
involves any subjective judgement on the part of the actuary) and possibly to smooth 
the effect of claims volatility. [½] 
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The regulatory authorities might require demonstration of some minimum capital 
requirement.  Depending on the exact derivation of this, the choice of assets in respect 
of this requirement may need to take account of the nature, term and currency of the 
underlying liabilities. [1] 
 
Policyholders’ reasonable expectations 
 
Policyholders expect the company to continue to invest in line with what was stated in 
marketing literature and from the history of the company. [½] 
 
Their expectations will concern both the security of the company to meet guaranteed 
benefits, and in the case of with-profits contracts to obtain the sort of returns indicated 
in any marketing literature, projections etc. [½] 
 
A sudden change in assets backing the with-profits policies will go against these 
expectations.  [½] 
   [Maximum 14] 
 
 
Solution 7.6  

(i) Persistency risk 
 
In most investigations carried out by actuaries, assumptions will need to be made as to 
the future persistency / withdrawal rates under the contracts issued by the company.   [½] 
 
This could include full withdrawal (surrender or lapse) rates, partial (or income) 
withdrawal rates and paid-up rates, as applicable.   [½] 
 
Lapses are the most likely form of withdrawal for term assurances … [½] 
 
… but other forms of withdrawal might be possible, eg surrenders for single premium 
policies or reductions in sum assured.  [½] 
 
There is therefore a “parameter” risk and there may also be a “model” risk.  [½] 
 
The parameters for other decrements (eg mortality) will be based on a model of the 
selective effect of withdrawals.  Departures from the latter may invalidate the former. 
   [½] 
 
For products that pay a withdrawal benefit, whether there is a persistency risk depends 
on how the benefit compares with the policy asset share.  For term assurance, there is 
normally no withdrawal benefit, so providing the asset share of the policy is positive 
(ie not too early on in the policy), a withdrawal would be a source of surplus. [1] 
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However, the company can be open to selection if healthy lives leave (for example if 
they find cheaper rates elsewhere), since the remaining lives may be of poorer health. 
   [½] 
 
The parameters for future expenses will also be based on a model of future withdrawals.  
Departures from the latter may invalidate the former.   [½] 
 
Such departures may also be a cause of the mismatch between the charges accruing to 
the company and its actual expenses. [½] 
 
Random fluctuation risk may also arise, whereby the actual future withdrawal 
experience may not correspond with the model and parameters adopted, even though 
these adequately reflect the class of lives insured or to be insured. [½] 
   [Maximum 4] 
 
(ii) Persistency experience 
 
Persistency experience might be best (ie withdrawals lowest) for the insurance 
intermediaries channel … [½] 
 
… as the policyholder will have initiated the sale and so is more likely to take out a 
contract that meets his or her needs.  [½] 
 
Persistency experience might be low (ie withdrawals high) for the own salesforce 
channel if the salesperson pressurised the policyholder into buying a contract that he or 
she didn’t really want.  [½] 
 
Persistency experience might also be better for the insurance intermediaries channel as 
their clients are generally financially sophisticated and will have received a high level of 
advice.   [½] 
 
However, term assurances are relatively simple contracts and so the level of financial 
sophistication and advice might have little impact on persistency …  [½] 
 
… unless the term assurances had a renewal or conversion option.  [½] 
 
Clients of insurance intermediaries also tend to have higher net worth and so will be 
more able to continue to pay the premiums.  [½] 
 
However, term assurances have relatively small premiums, so affordability may be less 
of an issue.   [½] 
   [Maximum 2] 
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(iii) Non-unit reserves 
 
The non-unit reserve is the present value of the excess of non-unit outgo over non-unit 
income.    [½] 
 
For this contract the non-unit outgo is the expenses plus any excess of the sum assured 
over the unit value payable on death.  [½] 
 
The non-unit income is the fund management charge.  [½] 
 
The expenses will increase with inflation over the term of the contract.  [½] 
 
The cost of the death benefit is likely to decrease over the term as the unit value will 
increase as further premiums are paid and (hopefully) as investments grow in value …  
   [1] 
 
… but the reducing cost of the death benefit will be offset slightly by the increasing rate 
of mortality as the policyholders grow older.  [½] 
 
The non-unit income is likely to increase over the term as it is a proportion of the unit 
value (which should grow over time as described above).  [½] 
 
So we would expect the non-unit cashflows to be negative in the early years (ie the 
outgo will exceed the income) … [½] 
 
… but the non-unit cashflows should be positive in the later years … [½] 
 
… becoming ever more positive as the assets grow.  [½] 
 
The size of the non-unit cashflows will depend on the following factors: 

● a lower unit growth rate will make the cashflows less positive (or more negative) 
  [½] 

● a low premium will make fixed expenses relatively more important and so 
cashflows will be negative for longer [½] 

● a low entry age will affect the cost of the death benefit as the sum assured will 
be higher but the probability of claiming will be lower.  [1] 

 
Prudential valuation 
 
Under a regulatory regime which requires mathematical reserves to be prudent, the non-
unit reserve is typically defined as the amount required to ensure that the company is 
able to pay claims and meet its continuing expenses without recourse to further finance.   
   [½] 
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When calculating the reserve in the early years of the contract, the positive cashflows 
later in the term will be ignored, … [½] 
 
… the calculation process will start with the last projection period in which the non-unit 
cashflows are negative …   [½] 
 
… and a positive non-unit reserve will be calculated so that all the future negative 
cashflows are “zeroised”.   [½] 
 
The company should project forwards its non-unit cashflows on the reserving basis.  [½] 
 
The prudent nature of the reserving basis will make the expenses and death benefits 
larger and the fund management charges smaller … [½] 
 
… and so will increase any positive non-unit reserves held.  [½] 
 
When calculating the reserves later in the term of the contract, once no more negative 
cashflows are expected, it may be permissible to hold a negative non-unit reserve. [½] 
 
Regulations might require that the sum of the unit and non-unit reserve for a policy is 
not less than any guaranteed surrender value.  [½] 
 
If this is the case then negative non-unit reserves will not be allowed for this product as 
there is no surrender penalty (ie the full value of the units is paid on surrender).  [½] 
 
Regulations may also specify that a negative non-unit reserve can only be held if: 

● the future profits arising on the policy with the negative non-unit reserve emerge 
in time to repay the “loan”  [½] 

● after taking account of the future non-unit reserves, there are no future negative 
cashflows for the policy, ie there should be no future valuation strain  [½] 

● in aggregate, the sum of all non-unit reserves is not negative.  [½] 
 
If a negative non-unit reserve cannot be held due to any of the above regulations, then 
the non-unit reserve will be set to zero.  [½] 
 
Best estimate valuation 
 
Under a regulatory regime which requires mathematical reserves to be a best estimate 
valuation, the calculation would value all future non-unit cashflows (ie it would not 
disregard cashflows occurring after the last projection period in which there is a net 
outflow).   [½] 
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The best estimate nature of the reserving basis will make the non-unit reserves more 
negative than for the prudent reserves described above.  [½] 
 
If the contract is written to be profitable, then the expected present value of the non-unit 
income should exceed the outgo.  [1] 
 
At the outset of the contract there will be a large non-unit outgo due to the initial 
expenses, but no income as 100% of the premium is allocated to units.  [1] 
 
So the expected present value of the income will be considerably greater than the outgo 
once the policy is in force.  [½] 
 
Hence a negative non-unit reserve could be held throughout the term of the contract.  [½] 
 
This reserve would become more negative throughout the term until the point at which 
the net income first became positive (as there would no longer be years of negative 
income offsetting the later years of positive income).  [½] 
Under a best estimate (or market-consistent) valuation, it would generally be the case 
that negative non-unit reserves can be held, so there would be no requirement to set 
these reserves to zero.   [½] 
   [Maximum 10] 
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Question X5.1  

A life company issues unit-linked personal pension contracts.  These are written as pure 
endowments, with the proceeds at maturity being available either as cash, or to purchase 
a conventional without-profits immediate annuity.   
 
The company guarantees that the annuity terms available at the specified retirement age 
will not be worse than those calculated on a 4.5% pa interest rate basis and according to 
a specified mortality basis. 
 
(i) Describe how you would work out a prudent reserve to cover the cost of the 

guarantee. [5] 
 
(ii) Describe how your answer to part (i) would differ if the policyholder could 

choose their retirement age at any time, rather than needing to specify it when 
taking out the policy. [1] 

 
(iii) Describe how your answers to parts (i) and (ii) would differ if the company were 

costing the guarantee for pricing purposes rather than reserving purposes. [2] 
   [Total 8] 
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Question X5.2  

A life insurance company issues an income protection insurance policy to a healthy life 
aged exactly 45.  The policy has no waiting period, but there is a deferred period of one 
year.  A benefit of 10,000 per annum is payable continuously while the policyholder is 
sick, after the completion of the deferred period.  The benefit is payable until the 
policyholder reaches age 65, dies or recovers.   
 
Level annual premiums are payable continuously under the policy until age 65 or the 
policyholder’s earlier death.  Premiums are waived while the policyholder is in receipt 
of benefit payment. 
 
Calculate the annual premium. 
 
Basis: Sickness: S(ID) Tables 

 Mortality: ELT(15) Males 

 Interest: 6% per annum 

 Expenses: Initial:  60% of the annual premium rate 

   Regular: 50 per annum, assumed incurred continuously in 
all years of the policy, including periods of 
sickness 

   Claim:  1.5% of sickness benefit payments made to the 
policyholder [4] 

 
 
Question X5.3  

An insurance company sells single premium term assurances with terms of one and two 
years.  The sum assured for these contracts is 10,000 and is payable at the end of the 
year of death.   
 
The company uses the following pricing basis for these standard contracts: 

● Mortality: 1% pa 

● Interest: 3.5% pa compound. 
 
(i) Calculate the single premiums for the one year and two year contracts. [2] 
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The insurance company also sells special single premium term assurances with a term 
of three years.  The initial sum assured for these contracts is 40,000.  The sum assured is 
payable at the end of the year of death. 
 
For these special contracts, the policyholder has the option to increase the sum assured 
to 50,000 without further evidence of health.  The option can be exercised either at the 
end of the first year or at the end of the second year.  If the option is exercised, the 
policyholder pays an additional single premium calculated using the standard terms as 
in part (i). 
 
(ii) Discuss whether the special contract should be underwritten. [2] 
 
The company uses the following pricing basis for these special contracts: 

● Mortality after exercising the option: 3% pa 

● Mortality otherwise: 1% pa 

● Proportion of eligible lives who exercise the option at time 1: 50% 

● Proportion of eligible lives who exercise the option at time 2: 30% 

● Interest: 3.5% pa compound. 
 
(iii) Calculate the single premium for the special contract using the basis above. [5] 
 
The company has undertaken a review of its premium calculation methodology.  One 
reviewer stated that the pricing basis only allows for mortality, option take-up rate and 
interest, but should also include other factors. 
 
(iv) State the factors that should also be included in the premium calculation, and in 

each case state whether including the factor would increase or decrease the 
premium for the special term assurance. [4] 

 
(v) Sales of the special term assurance have been low.  Suggest possible reasons for 

the low sales.  [4] 
   [Total 17] 
 
 
Question X5.4  

A small proprietary life insurance company writes only unit-linked business.  It has 
decided to review its reinsurance arrangements.  Describe briefly the possible reasons 
for reinsurance and indicate the types of arrangement that might be suitable for this 
company.     [8] 
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Question X5.5  

A life company writes a full range of protection products in the life fund.  It is currently 
reviewing its underwriting procedures and in particular is considering the introduction 
of a non-smoker discount.  Many of its competitors offer a non-smoker discount to 
policyholders prepared to sign the statement “I have not smoked in the last year and do 
not intend to start smoking in the future”. 
 
Discuss briefly the advantages and disadvantages of the following possibilities: 
 
(a) The company continues not to offer non-smoker discounts. 
 
(b) The company offers a discount on all contracts based on the same question as its 

competitors. 
 
(c) The company offers a discount to people prepared to state that they are non-

smokers, have never smoked, do not intend to smoke, and who undergo a 
rigorous medical examination to ensure that they are not suffering from any 
smoking related ailments. 

 
(d) The company offers a discount on similar terms to other companies except that 

the discount lapses, and the past discount is repaid to the company, if the 
policyholder starts smoking in the future. 

 
(e) As (b) but only on term assurances and whole life assurances, not endowment 

assurances. [10] 
 
 
Question X5.6  

A life insurance company, which commenced operating three years ago, transacts all 
types of unit-linked individual life assurance, pensions and annuity business.  Each year 
the embedded value of the company is calculated, and the change in embedded value is 
reported as profit in the group accounts of its parent company, a clearing bank.  The 
company is about to begin the annual calculation of the embedded value for this 
purpose. 
 
Describe briefly the steps that should be taken to prepare policy data suitable for the 
calculation process. [5] 
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Solution X5.2  

 
Since the claims expenses are paid at the same time as a claim, we can put them 
together with the appropriate function.  The expected present value of these is: 
 

 (1 )
45(10,000 150) HS alla+  [1] 

 
The expected present value of the other expenses is: 
 
 

45:20
0.6 50P a+  [½] 

 
The premium is waived during periods when benefits are paid.  So the expected present 
value of the premiums is: 
 

 ( )(1 )
4545:20

HS allP a a−  (*) [1] 

 
The equation of value is then: 
 

 ( )(1 ) (1 )
45 4545:20 45:20

(10,000 150) 0.6 50HS all HS alla P a P a a+ + + = −   (**) [½] 

 
Rearranging, we get: 
 

 
(1 )

4545:20
(1 )

4545:20

50 10,150 50 11.299 10,150 0.242488
£289.41

11.299 0.242488 0.60.6

HS all

HS all

a a
P

a a
+ × + ×= = =

− −− −
 [1] 

   [Total 4] 
 
(*) Alternatively you could have valued the premiums using the unadjusted full life 

annuity function, and considered the waiver of premium as an additional benefit 
that the insurer has to cover.  This would have resulted in (1 )

45
HS allPa+  appearing 

in the LHS of the equation of value (**), rather than (1 )
45
HS allPa−  appearing in the 

RHS as at present.  The effect is, of course, identical. 
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Solution X5.3  

(i) Calculation of standard premiums 
 
The premium for a one-year term assurance is: 
 

 1
10,000 0.01

96.62
1.035

P ¥= =  [1] 

 
The premium for a two-year term assurance is: 
 

 2 2

10,000 0.01 10,000 0.01 0.99
189.04

1.035 1.035
P ¥ ¥ ¥= + =  [1] 

   [Total 2] 
 
(ii) Underwriting the special contract 
 
The terms of the contract are that the option can be exercised without further 
underwriting at that time.  [½] 
 
However, term assurances would normally be underwritten at outset (for the reasons 
described below).  [½] 
 
There is a very large sum at risk as the sum assured is considerably bigger than the 
premium.   [½] 
 
The sum at risk will increase further if the policyholder exercises the option.  [½] 
 
So the insurer can potentially make large losses if policyholders have heavier mortality 
than expected.  [½] 
 
Anti-selection may occur if applicants in poor health know that they will be able to 
obtain cover without underwriting.  [½] 
   [Maximum 2] 
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(iii) Calculation of special premium 
 
Let P  be the single premium for the special contract. 
 
The expected present value of the cashflows in the first year is: 
 

 
40,000 0.01

386.47
1.035

P P¥- = -  [1] 

 
Half the policyholders do not exercise the option at the end of the first year.  The other 
half exercise the option, pay the premium 2P  and then experience heavier mortality 

from that point.  So, the expected present value of the cashflows in the second year is: 
 

 

2
2 2

40,000 0.01 0.99 0.99 50,000 0.03 0.99
0.5 0.5

1.0351.035 1.035

184.84 90.41 693.13

787.56

P¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥Ê ˆ Ê ˆ- + -Á ˜ Á ˜Ë ¯ Ë ¯

= - + -

= -

 [1½] 

 
The 50% of policyholders that exercised the option at the end of the first year continue 
to experience heavier mortality.  Of the remaining policyholders, 70% do not exercise 
the option at the end of the second year and experience standard mortality, and the other 
30% exercise the option, pay the premium 1P  and then experience heavier mortality 

from that point.  So, the expected present value of the cashflows in the third year is: 
 

 

2

3 3

2 2
1

2 3

50,000 0.03 0.99 0.97 40,000 0.01 0.99
0.5 0.5 0.7

1.035 1.035

0.99 50,000 0.03 0.99
0.5 0.3

1.035 1.035

649.60 123.76 13.26 198.90

959.00

P

Ê ˆ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥Ê ˆ- - ¥Á ˜ Á ˜Ë ¯ Ë ¯

Ê ˆ¥ ¥ ¥+ ¥ -Á ˜Ë ¯

= - - + -

= -

 [2] 

 
So the premium is given by 
 
 386.47 787.56 959.00 2,133.03P = + + =  [½] 
   [Total 5] 
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(iv) Factors to include in premium calculation   
 
Cashflow projections should be performed so that a full profit test of the premium can 
be made. 
 
A profit loading should be included … [½] 
 
… this would increase the premium.  [½] 
 
An allowance for initial, renewal and claim expenses should be included … [½] 
 
… and the additional expenses associated with the option (eg notifying policyholders 
and processing their decisions) should also be included …  [½] 
 
… these would all increase the premium.  [½] 
 
An allowance for surrenders could be made … [½] 
 
… this would reduce the premium if some lives in poor health surrendered …  [½] 
 
… but might increase the premium if a generous surrender value is paid.  [½] 
 
An allowance for reserves and solvency capital requirements should be included … [½] 
 
… this would increase the premium … [½] 
 
… as the providers of capital usually require a higher return than that earned on the 
reserves.   [½] 
   [Maximum 4] 
 
(v) Reasons for low sales 
 
The contract may not be a good match for customers’ needs.  [½] 
 
There is no flexibility in the term of the contract and three years may be too short.  [½] 
 
There is no flexibility in the sum assured and customers may need more or less than the 
fixed amount.   [½] 
 
Competitors may be offering a similar product for a lower premium.  [½] 
 
Competitors may offer contracts with improved features, … [½] 
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… eg greater flexibility in the timing of exercising the option and/or the amount of extra 
sum assured that can be chosen … [½] 
 
… or an option to convert the contract into an endowment assurance or whole life 
assurance.   [½] 
 
The public may be unaware of the product, eg due to a lack of advertising.  [½] 
 
The company may have a low reputation with the public, eg following a regulatory fine. 

  [½] 
 
The contract may be unpopular with intermediaries, eg if the company offers low 
commission.   [½] 
 
The economy may be in recession so that many potential customers cannot afford the 
contract.   [½] 
 
There may be little need for the contract if the state or employers offer generous 
benefits.   [½] 
   [Maximum 4] 
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